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ÀBSTRÀCT

Once restricted to the eastern coast of North America'

the Atlantic form of rainbow smelt (Osmerus mordax) are novt

found throughout much of Ontario, including v¡aters of the

winnipeg River drainage basin. Three specirnens collected in

1990 and two more taken in 1991 support the statement that

rainbow smelt are now present in Lake Winnipeg' The coloni-

zation of lakes by rainbow smelt often has occurred with

concomitant changes in native fish populations' The recent

arrival of the rainbol¡ smelt in Lake winnipeg is viewed with

apprehension by fishery managers and resource users alike'

given the information available regarding their interactions

with native sPecies.

winnipeg River drainage basin lakes of Manitoba and

northweslern Ontario were surveyed for the presence of rain-

bow smelt in 1989 and 1990. Walleye were sampled from the

Lake Winnipeg commercial fishery in 1990' and stomachs were

examined for the presence of rainbow smelt' Literature

dea)-ing wit.h lakes Erie and Simcoe' and other smelt-impacted

Iakes was reviewed to predict the potential impact of rain-

bow smelt on the fishery resources of Lake winnipeg, and

recommend management measures.



Rainbow smelt were collected from a number of locations

in Winnipeg River drainage basin waters of Ontario' One

rainbow snelt v¡as identified from 508 walleye stomachs with

identifiable contents from Lake Winnipeg' Rainbow smelt are

predicted to colonize Lake Winnipeg, however, their success

may be Iimited by the sub-optimal habitat offered' Antici-

pated effects on the native fish community inctude declines

in }ake whitefish and lake herring stocks due to predation

by, and competition with rainbow snelt, and increased mercu-

ry levels in the flesh of waLleye and sauger as they switch

to a diet of smelt. These interactions will affecl the com-

merciat, sport and subsiscence fisheries to varying degrees,

depending upon the amount of success rainbow smelt have in

colonizing Lake Wi nn i Peg.

In conclusion' it is suggested that consistent monitoring

of the colonization of Lake Winnipeg by rainbow smelt is

integral to the proper management of Lake Winnipeg's chang-

ing fish community. Olher managemenÈ measures recommended

at this time are designed to reduce the potential for fur-

Lher introductions into other bodies of r¡ater '
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROI,'ND INFORMÀTION

The range of the rainbow smeLt (grrngrlle mordax) in the

inland vraters of North Àmerica has been increased substan-

tially as a result of planned inLroductions by fishery man-

agers, intentional or unintentional introductions of fish

!¡aste or unused baitfish by anglers, or dispersal from a

point of introduction. Once resEricted to the eastern coast

of North Àmerica, it occurs nalurally in both landlocked and

anadromous forms (Scott and Crossman 1979), First taken

from the Great Lakes in the 1920s, rainbow smelt are now

found throughout much of Ontario (Evans and Loftus 1987).

Rainbow smelt were first reported from vraters of the

upper Rainy River in 1972 (Campbe11 et aI. 1991). It is

presumed thaL they gained access to this tributary of the

Winnipeg River by an unauthorized introduction of fish waste

or unused baitfish. Rainbow smelt recentLy have been col-

Iected from severaL other water bodies in the upper Winnipeg

River drainage basin (Barton et a1. 1990), Three specimens

taken in 1990 support the statement that rainbor¡ smeLt are

now present in Lake winnipeg (CampbeLl et aÌ. 1991).

-t-
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The colonization of new bodies of r¡ater by the rainbow

smelt often has occurred with concomitant changes in native

fish populations. Evans and Loftus (1987 I contend that

smelt are opportunistic, omnivorous feeders utilizing a

range of food types from zooplankton to fish through their
Life history, thereby interacting with native fishes both

directly (predation) and indirectly (competition). Lake

whitefish (Coreqonus clupeaformis) and Iake herring (C.

artedii) are arnong the more frequently cited examples of

species which have reacted negatively to the introduction of

smel,t. Evans and Loftus (1987), using the Ontario Lake

Inventory Database found recruitment declines of native Lake

whitefish in 13 of 24 lakes r+hich had recently been colo-

nized by rainbow smeft. Other species for which growth rate

and recruitment may be adversely affected by the introduc-

tion of smelt include lake trout (Satvelinus namaycush),

v¡alleye (Stizostedion v. vitreum), burbot (tota lota) and

emerald shiner (Notropis atherinoides) (evans and Loftus

1987). Simultaneously, smelt are uLilized as food by virtu-

a1ly aI1 coexisting predators, and improved growth rales of

Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar), lake trout and walleye are

well documented (Evans and Loftus 1987).

Loch et aL (1979) examined the potential effects of

exotic species expected to gain access to Manitoba via the

Garrison Diversion Unit. They hypothesized that smelt v¡ould

cause the collapse of Iake herring populatíons in Lakes Win-
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nipeg, Manitoba and winnipegosis; would have a major neg-

ative impact on the lake whitefish fishery in the north

basins of Lakes Winnipeg and Manitoba; and negative effecLs

on walleye fisheries in certain locales of the three Large

lakes (Loch et al. 1979). Decreases in fishermen's incomes

due to the reduced abundance of native species and replace-

ment by the lower-vaLued smeLt also couLd be expected (Loch

et aI. 1979).

1.2 PROBIJEM STATEMENT

The potential impact of an introduction of rainbow smelt

on hhe commercial fish resources of Manitoba has been

addressed previously by Loch et al. (1979r. In the tweLve

years that have passed since this work was published, smelt

have spread much further west in northweslern Ontario and

recentJ.y have appeared in Lake Vlinnipeg. Over the same

period of time, the literature dealing with the rainbow

smelt's poEential for interaction with the native fish com-

munity has grown. The recent arrival of the rainbow smelt,

combined $ith the information available regarding their

interaction with native species generates a number of ques-

tions for fishery managers and resource users alike. Spe-

cific components of the problem which need to be addressed

include:

What is the means and
smelt?

rate of dispersaJ. of !he rainbow

which Manitoba bodies of water can the rainbow smelt be
expected !o colonize?
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What will be the consequences of the colonization of Lake
Winnipeg by the rainbow smelt?

whal steps should be taken to best manage the Lake Winnipeg
fishery resource given the arrival of the rainbow smelt?

1.3 OBiIECTIVES

The primary objective of this study is the prediction of

the potential impact of the rainbow smelt on the existing
fishery resources of Lake winnipeg, and the potential of the

rainbow smelt as a resource. Specific objectives include:

1) to delineate the present distribution of the rainbow
smelt in the Winnipeg River drainage basin of northwestern
Ontario and Manitoba, including Lake winnipeg proper, and
the predicted distribution in Manitoba bodies of water;

2) to assess the potential for impact on Lake winnipeg's
commercial, sport and subsistence fisheries;
3) to recommend management measures based on the findings
of the investigation.

1.4 LIMITÀTIONS

It is recognized that the scope of lhe research objec-

tives are bold and broad, The extent of the existing liter-

ature has inf l-uenced the degree to which the objectives have

been met. This study does not Lend itseLf to quantifica-

tion, therefore the latter portion of objective 1, objective

2 and hence objective 3 have been realized based on qualita-

tive observations and predictions.



'I .5 IMPORTÀNCE OF trHE PROdIECT

The recent arrival of the rainbow snelt is viev¡ed wilh

apprehension by fishery managers and resource users alike.

Several questions have been raised. Where and to what

extent v¡i1l rainbow snelt colonize Manitoba? what wiII be

lhe consequences? Can the rainbow smelt be utilized as a

resource? with this practicum I have attempted to ansHer

these questions and recommend measures to be taken to best

manage the fishery resourcês of Lake Winnipeg in the face of

a changing f ish community.
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Chapter II
REVTEW OF REIÀTED LITERÀTT'RE

INTRODUCTION

The discussion of the relevant Iiterature follows in

three parts. These three sections are based upon the four

questions or sub-problems which were identified within the

problem statement. The first section contains a brief exam-

ination of the life history of the rainbow smelt vtith par-

ticular reference made to the type of h,ater bodies it fav-

ours. The second section is a discussion of the

interactions between smelt and other species and the conse-

quences of colonization of water bodies by the rainbow

sme1t. The final component of the l-iterature review deals

with straÈegies for managing the rainbow smelt.

2.2 LTFE HISTORY OF THE RÀINBOW SMELT

Historically, the Atlantic form of North Àmerican rainbow

smelt (Figure 1) were primarily anadromous, but r¡iLh land-

locked populations in coastal drainages (Scott and Crossman

1979). Smelt are now known to tolerate and succeed in a

variety of freshsater environ¡nents. Rainbow smeft are gen-

eraIly considered to favour oligotrophic waters (Jaiyen

-6
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1975, Svain 1976, Johnson et a1 .1977), however, they have

colonized virtually aII of the lake types found in Ontario,

from shallow to deep, small to large, productive to nonpro-

ductive, and having sparse to rich fish communities (Evans

and Loftus 1987 ) .

Generally smelt only utilize streams or rivers for spawn-

ing (Scott and Crossman 1979), but exceptions to this have

been documented (Rupp 1959, Burr and Mayden 1980, Gould

1981). Upriver spawning migrations are generally less than

0.5 km in distance (na1dçin 1948), and reference to other

upstream travel by rainbow smel! is almost nonexistent in

the Iiterature. Exceptions !o this are the probable move-

ment by smelt into Lake Superior from Lake Huron and perhaps

more notably the specimen taken from the Missouri River 225

km upstream of Lake Sakakawea, considered an upstream migra-

tion (GouLd 1981), Smelt are considered poor swimmers and

have difficulty ascending rapids or smal1 fal1s with a drop

of 20-30 cm (Baldwin 1948, McKenzíe 1964),

Rainbow smelt l¡iIl spawn in streams of almost any type or

on shallow gravel shoals and beaches in lakes (Scott and

Crossman 1979). They use most types of natural lotic envi-

ronments for spawning including lake outlets and inlets,

upper tribulary streans and marshy headwaters (Rupp 1959).

Spawning migrations are usually made only a short distance

upstream, v¡ith the adults moving back to the lake by day-

break (Swain 1976). Rupp (1959) found that r¡hile coarse
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sand and gravel in riffles appear to be the preferred spat¡n-

ing substrate, smelt eggs lrere also deposited on sand,

boulders, mud, aquatic vegetation, brush, flooded grass-

1ands, concrete or wooden sluicebeds and on all types of

debris.

Smelt usually are stream spar,tners, but spawning on grav-

elly beaches of lakes is common, particularly in stormy

weather (Scott and crossman 1979). Rupp (1965), observed

roughly the same mean survival to hatching success rate for

beach spawning as for stream spawning in a quantitative

study of Iakeshore spawning on gravel beaches in Maine.

This, he concLuded imputed no intrinsic disadvantage on

shore spawners, the success depending instead upon site-spe-

cific conditions. Deeplrater spawning has been reported from

Lake Erie (MacCallum and Regier 1970) and from Lake Cham-

plain, New York, where egg deposition was found offshore

over a depth range of. 14-29 m !¡ith concentrations at 17-21 m

(Plos i Ia 1984).

Rainbow smelt are nocturnal lale-Ìrinter or early-spring

spawners, usually around the time of ice-out (Swain 1976).

!.later temperature is generaLly cited as the reLease mecha-

nism for spawning, but a wide range of temperatures are

indicated by various authors (Swain 1976), It has been sug-

gested that abiotic factors such as photoperiod, water temp-

erature and water chemistry, combined with biotic factors

such as overall density of smelt in a spawning school , and
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tothe presence of a critical proportion of females interact
initiate spavrning (nupp 1965).

Summarizing the work of various authors, Swain (1976')

found survival-to-hatching of smelt eggs in stream sites to

vary from 0.05% to 3.70% depending upon the density of eggs.

Development takes about 20-30 days at normal water tempera-

Èures (4-l0oC) and 10 days at 15,6oC (Scott and crossman

1979).

Rainbow smelt display a eurythermal Iife history in

Iarge, stratified Iakes. The nearshore water col-umn to a

depth of 60 m is partitioned into three strata, warm-,

cool-, and cold-water habitats; utilized by young-of-the-

year (YOY), yearlings and adults respectively (Evans and

Loftus 1987). Temperature may be an important factor, hov-

ever, MacCaIlum and Regier (1970) suggest that the spatial
distribution of smel! is governed by a complex interaction
of factors rather than any one parameter. Scott and Cross-

man (1979) report on the sensitivity of smelt to light.

Smelt larvae are about 5.0 mm in length upon hatching,

and due to their inability to propel themselves, they imme-

diately drift dor¡nstream (Scott and Crossman 1979). Gro!¡th

is fairly rapid and by the end of Àugust YoY smel! rneasure

roughly 50 mm in length (Scott and Crossman 1979). Larval

smel-t are pelagic and appear tolerant of a wide range of

temperatures (MacCallum and Regier 1970, Brandt et al.
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1980), but in midsummer are found most commonly in epilim-

netic waters (Ferguson 1965, Ðunstall 1984, Evans and Loftus

1987). Brandt e! af. (1980) observed a diel movemen! from

the epilimnion to the hypolimnion by larval smelt in Lake

Michigan. This movèment nay be in response to a change in

temperature or to a similar migratory pattern displayed by

food organisms. The diet of YOY smelt in Lake Huron was

found to be comprised almost exclusively of copepods and

cladocerans, vrith the latter being favoured Iater in the

summer when the smelt were larger (Gordon 1961).

Evans and Loftus (1987) state tha! yearlings generally

are found in an intermediate position between the young and

adult fish. Rainbow smelt usually do not reach sexual

maturity un!iI their second year, although MacCrimmon et 41.

(1983a) found that yearlings comprised 1.63% of. the spawning

runs in Lake Simcoe over a fifteen year period, Copepods

and ctadocerans remain an inportant part of the yearling

smett diet, bu! insects and fish also are eaten (Evans and

Loftus 1987 ) .

After spawning, adull rainbow smelt move away from near-

shore areas (NeIIbring 1989). Adult smelt in large, strati-

fied Lakes generally occupy the hypolimnion in summer (Swain

1976, Evans and Loftus 1987 l. The diel movement of adult

smelt in stratified lakes from the lake bottom up into the

water col.umn at night, often up through the thermocline into

the epilimnion, has been welL documented by many workers
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(Brandt et aI. 1980, Heist and Swenson 1983, Evans and Lof-

tus 1987). Following the breakup of thermal stratification
in the fall/early winter, adult smelt move into shallower

Hater, probably as a response to declining temperatures

(Rupp 1959, Dryer et aI. 1965). Midwinter distribution is

often widely scatLered throughout a lake (.:aiyen 1975).

Adult smelt begin to school tightJ.y in late winter/spring

and move tol¡ards shore prior to spawning (,:aiyen 1975).

Àdult smelt utilize a variety of food items such as crus-

taceans, insects and fishes (Gordon 1961). Hovever, smelt

are opportunistic feeders and r¡i11 select the largest and

most abundant food items available (Evans and Loftus 1987).

Growth rates of smelt are variable (Scott and crossman

1979), the variation probably being attribulable to a number

of factors. In some small inland lakes smelt may only

attain a maximum length of 100 mm whereas in Lake Ontario

smelt have been taken up to 356 mm (Scott and Crossman

197 9) .

Many smelt populations exhibit post-spawning morLalities,

with resultant dead smelt Iittering beaches during May and

June. These mortalities are considered natural and general-

Iy are attributed to post-spawning exhaustion (Nepszy and

Dechtiar 1972\. Rainbovr smelt play host to a microsporidian

parasite cluqea hgllllg.i, which also may contribute to post-

spawning mortality. N sembukya -xa t uramu et aI. ( 1981 ) found

signif icantJ.y higher Q. hertwiqi counts in 1976 die-off
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stocks along Lake Erie's north shore than in spawning

stocks, but in 1977 found no significant difference. Àn

extensive mortality of YoY smelt in Lake Erie during fall

1969 was attributed primarily to Q. hert¡.¡iqi (Hepszy et a1.

1978 ) .

G. hertwiqi was first found in Lake Erie smelt in 1960,

st.eadily increased in prevalence to a peak at 87% infesta-

!ion of sampled fish by 1971, and steadily decreased after

that so that by 1982 prevalence of infestation was 6'5% in

easlern basin smelt and 10% in central basin smelt (Dechtiar

and Nepszy 1988). À mass mortality occurred in lakes Michi-

gan and Huron in 1942-43 that eliminaLed nearly the entire
population of smeL! (van Oosten 1947). The cause of the

mass mortality was assumed to be a communicabLe viral or

bacterial disease, and by 1946 ot 1947' stocks had rebounded

to a pre-mortality leveI (Van Oosten 1947).

A number of factors contribute Lo the success of the

rainbow smelt. The utilization of the spatial, thermal and

food resources of the lake bottom and entire vater column

minimizes intraspecific interactions (Evans and Loftus

1987), Às an opportunistic feeder, it has essentially an

unlimited diet. ,Jaiyen (1975) Iists the high biotic poten-

tial of smelt as a factor contributing to its success. He

explains high biotic potential as having early age at first

maturity, annuaL spawning thereafter throughout Life and

high fecundity.
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2.3 INTERÀCTIONS WITH ON{ER SPECIES

Às the rainbow smelt has expanded ils range across Onlar-

io, concomitant changes to the indigenous fish fauna of var-

ious lakes have taken place. The effects of smelt introduc-

tions on native fish stocks have been a matter of

controversy for many years. The speed or longevity with

which smelt colonized the Great Lakes and other bodies of

water has been attributed partly to the degree of environ-

mental resistance they encountered (Christie 1974). Several

aut.hors have suggested that smelt gained a foothold in a

particular body of water at a time when indigenous piscivo-

rous stocks were Iow (van Oosten 1937, Smith 1972, Christie
1974). It also has been suggested tha! increased eutrophi-

cation of the Great Lakes and other nearby bodies of water

favoured rainbow smelt and alewife (Àlosa pseudoharenqus)

over the existing benthic predators because they were able

to make better use of the resultant higher nutr ient l-evels

(nyder et al. 1974, l4acCr immon et aI. 1983a).

Studies on the role of the rainbow smelt as a predator

and competitor of native fishes were initiated by Creaser

(1929) in Lake Michigan. He concluded that smelt were:

".., an enemy of all smaller fishes, including the young
of the commercial species, as well as a competitor for
the food of lhe adults of the larger species."

Christie (1974) postulated that the sheer magnitude of the

numerical abundance of smelt makes it almost certain that
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their colonization has had at Least local-ly significant
effects on the indigenous fishes of the Great Lakes. Case

studies of smel.t invasions indicate ins!ances rohere rela-

tively neutral coexistance with indigenous species occurs,

others where harmonious interactions ensue and stiIl others

where possibly malevolent interactions follow. The evidence

for these, however, often is correLative and qualitative
(Swain 1976, Evans and Loftus 1987).

2.3.1 Snelt as Prev

Rainbow smeLt are utilized as food by virtually a1l coex-

isting predators, including J.arger smelt (Evans and Loftus

19e7 l. Following the establishment of smelt in the Great

Lakes they became important in the diet of lake trout
(Schneberger 1936) , and remain an important component in the

diet of lake trout and other salmonids of the Great Lakes

(christie et al. 1987, Evans and Loftus 1987). smelt are

equally important in the diet of lake trout in inland Iakes

(aridges and Hambly '1 971, Maccrimmon and Pugsley 1979, Has-

singer and CIose 1984). Rainbow trout (oncorhvnchus mvk-

iss), brown trout (SaImo trutta) and Atlantic salmon also

have been shown to utilize rainbow smelt as forage (aridges

and Hambly 1971), walleye and northern pike (Esox lucius)

are known to make use of smelt as forage, especially during

the spring (wagner 1972, Betard 1978, Mathers and Johansen

1985). Other documented predators of smelt include brook
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trout (salvelinus fontinalis) (Ryan and Kerekes 1988); bur-

bo! (Wagner 1972); yellow perch (legse flavescens), sauger

(stizostedion canadense), white bass (Morone chrvsops), and

occasionally rock bass (AmbloÞIites rupestris) and lake whi-

tefish (Evans and Loftus 1987).

Evans and Loftus (1987) state tha! smelt introductions

have had their greatest effect on predator growth rates in

smaII Iakes where an alternative prey is Iimited or J.acking.

The condilion factor of both Atlantic salmon and lake trout

in guabbin Reservoir, Massachusetts was found to vary

directly with rainbow smelt abundance (t'lccaig and Mullan

1960, Bridges and Hamb1y 197 1), Ryan and Kerekes (1988)

found that the presence of rainboi,¡ smelt in two of six Lakes

in Nel¡foundland contributed to greater biomass, larger fish

and greater individual grov¡th rates of brook trout in those

lakes h'ith smelt. Some walleye stocks in the Great Lakes

exhibited good growth ra!es foflowing Lhe introduction of

smelt (Schneider and Leach 1977).

Rainbow smelt were introduced into Lake Sakakawea, NorLh

Ðakota in 1971 to provide forage for native walleye (Berard

1978), Hiltner (1983) found that walleye had a higher

weight/lenglh relationship and a much higher condition fac-

tor than in any previous studies on the lake. He found

smelt in 84% of. the walleye stomachs examined, and attribut-

ed the increased growth in the walleye to increasing densi-

ties of rainbow smelt in the lake.
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The degree of use of rainbow smelt by v¡alleye in a food-

poor environment has been demonstrated by Goettl (1990) in

Horsetooth Reservoir, colorado. Prior to the introduction

of smeIt, walleye fed on crayfish (Oronectes sp.), rainbow

trout and small invertebrates. Five years after their
introduction, smelt were found to make up 83% of the diet of

walleye by volune. WhiIe growth raLes of walleye have

improved f.rom 25-35% for age-classes 1-5, size at age still
tags behind lhe state average, demonstrating further the

poor state of the pre-smett environment (GoettI 1990).

Evans and Loftus (1987), summarizing the works of other

authors, report on the elevation of mercury levels in the

l¡hite muscle of lake trout as they switch to a diet of

sme1t, particularly in softwater areas. Figure 2 presenLs

the relationship between Iake trout fength, and percentage

of lakes where the mercury level in lake trout is above the

acceptable level for any consumption (1.5 ppm), in lakes

with and without smelt. Lake trou! are shown to contain 1.5

ppm mercury in a greater proportion of lakes with smelt,

than in those without, for aì.1 length intervals of lake

trout.

MacCrimnon et aI. (1983b) observed a pronounced accelera-

tion in growth rate and an increase in mercury accumulation

as lake lrout switched to a piscivorous diet (rainbow

smelt), from a diet of invertebrates in Tadenac Laker Ontar-

io. Akielaszek and Haines (1981) reported that lake trout
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taken from lakes containing smeì.t exhibited higher mercury

Ievels than lake trout taken from nearby lakes where smelt

were absent, and concluded that smeLt nere an important vec-

tor of mercury uptake by lake trout. Mathers and Johansen

(1985) concluded that walleye in Lake Simcoe, Ontario, accu-

mulated higher l-evels of mercury than did pike, primarily

because smelt r¡as a much more important item in the diet of

walleye as compared to pike. Recent work by Rasmussen et

a1. (1990) has shown that each additional trophic level con-

!ributed about a 3.5 fold biomagnification factor to PCB

concentrations in Iake trout. The authors concluded that

species introductions that lengthen food chains lead to

increased contaminant leveIs in top predators.

Another area of concern is a possible link between a diet
of rainbow smelt and low reproductive success in lake trout.
The hypothesis behind this is that smelt, and even moreso

alewife, possess high leveIs of thíaminase, an enzyme which

may inhibit lake trout reproduction. This link r¡as repor!-

edly developed during the 1960s as a possible explanation

for the failure of lake trout reproduction in Lake Michigan

(D. Evans, Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources, pers.

comm.), but its absence from the primary literature appears

to indicate that it fell out of favour, Dorr e! a1. (1981)

make no mention of the link between a smelt or alervif e diet

and fake trout reproductive f ail.ure in their discussion of

five hypotheses which may explain the lack of natural

:a;:É-
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recruitment of lake trout beyond the fry stage in Lake Mich-

igan. The issue currently is being re-addressed through

research at the University of Minnesota. À smelt diet ear-

lier was implicated in the reproductive failure of mink (D.

Evans, Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources, pers. comm.),

again due to high levels of thiaminase. Wolfert (1981)

cites the failure of ranched mink to successfully reproduce

when fed a diet of uncooked smelt, as a reason r,rhy a commer-

cial fishery for rainbo!¡ snelt never really became estab-

Iished in U.S. v¡aters of Lake Erie.

2.3.2 Srflelt as a Predator

There is strong circumstantial evidence that the estab-

lishment of smeLt in some lakes has caused a shift in the

makeup of the zooplankton community (Evans and Loftus 1987).

Smelt are known to prey on forage fishes such as shiners,

sticklebacks, sculpins and darters but the specific effects
of smelt predation on these species is not known (Evans and

Loftus 1987\. Crowder (1980) implicates alewife and to a

Iesser extent rainbow smelt predation on emerald shiner eggs

and larvae in the demise of lhe Latter from their role as an

important forage species in Lake Michigan. Smelt have also

been found to make use of fishes such as suckers, yellow

perch and burbot (Wagner 1972\. Several authors have

reported on the incidence of cannibalism by smeLt (Gordon

1961, Jaiyen '1 975, Evans and Waring 1987). Berard (1978)
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examined 40 smelt from a spawning run in Lake Sakakawea and

found smelt eggs in 78% of them. Little evidence for preda-

tion by rainbow smelt on Larval lake trout or walleye has

been found (Swain 1976), however, because smelt often occur

in very large populations, even minor individual predation

could be very significant (Scott and crossman 1979). Larval

Iake trout r¡ere found in 2 of 2,991 smelt stomachs examined

from west Bearskin Lake, Minnesota (Hassinger and CIose

1984 ) .

Loftus and Hulsman ('1 986), working on Twelve-Mile Lake in

ontario have shown, perhaps, the first concrele evidence of

predation on l-arval Iake whitefish by rainbow sme1t. For

seven veeks in 1984 they observed heavy predation by post-

spawning smelt on emerging coregonid larvae. During the

l¡eek when the Iarvae lrere mos! abundant, they occurred in

93% of. the smelt stomachs containing food, and corresponding

average daiJ.y consumption was 8.4 larvae per smelt (toftus

and Hulsman 1986). They observed that little or no recruit-

ment of young whitefish to the population had taken place

since 1975, and suggested that natural mortality ( incJ.uding

the effects of heavy predation) could have been 100%.

Loftus and Hulsman (1986) proposed that the primary cause

of the recruitment failure of the r¡hitef ish population in

Twelve-Mile Lake was predation by smelt, and that their

study is the firs! recorded case of direct predation by

smelt on larval lake whitefish. They partially attributed
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this observation to the fact that Twelve-Mile Lake is small,

with littLe refuge available for Iarval Iake r¡hitef ish.

However, they suggested that because smelt are opportunistic

feeders, they probably feed on lake whitefish larvae in

large lakes as well, when they are available. Rainbov smelt

predation on larval lake herring aJ.so has been observed in

the creat Lakes (Anderson and Snith 1971, Selgeby et al.
1978, Crowder 1980).

2.3.3 Sne1t as å Conpetitor

The evidence for competition between rainbow smel! and

indigenous species has been largely circumstantial, based on

habitat and diet overlaps, and comparisons of changes in

growth, survival, and abundance of species, Pre- and post-

smelt (Evans and Loftus .1 987). Smelt have been implicated

as a competitor of a variety of native species including

Iake whitefish (Berst and Spanglet 1972, weIIs and McLain

1973, Evans and waring 1987), lake herring (Ànderson and

smith 1971, Berst and spangler 1973, WeIIs and McLain 1973),

walleye (Forney 1965, We1ì.s and McLain 1973, Schneider and

Leach 1977), and Iake trout (Dryer et aI. '1 965, Hassinger

and Close 1984). Evidence of competition r¡ith fishes of the

Great Lakes followed from the disease-induced nass mortality

of smel-t ín 1942-43 (van oosten 1947'). Smelt successfully

invaded lakes Michigan and Huron by the late 1930s when many

of the native fish stocks were low (.:aiyen 1975). Strong
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year-classes of lake r+hitef ish and lake herring were pro-

duced in both Lakes Michigan and Huron, and a strong year-

class of walleye was produced in Lake Michigan following the

srnelt crash (Evans and Loftus 1987). The decline of the

deepwater cisco (Coreqonus iohannae) in Lake ontario
(christie 1972), the extirpations of the shortnose cisco
(Coreqonus reiqhardi) in Iakes Michigan and ontario (Parker

1988), and the shortjaw cisco (Coreqonus zenithicus) in

lakes Michigan and Huron (Houston 1988) are tied to a series

of factors including increased eutrophication, overexploita-

tion and competition/predation from the introduced alewife

and rainbow smelt.

Invading smelt do not alvrays bring about the total col-
Iapse of lake whitefish or lake herring populations. whi-

tefish stocks in Lake Superior increased in the face of a

prospering smeLt population and in Lake Ontario whitefish
persisEed long after the smelt invasion (christie 1974). In

two of the four Ontario lakes with indigenous populations of

smelt, good populations of coregonids now exis! and smelt

are almost absent (Evans and Loftus 1987).

2.4 MÀNÀGE¡IENT OF THE RÀINBOW SMELT

2.4.1 Cornnercial and Sport Físheries

As invasion of Manitoba !¡aLers by the rainbow smelt

appears imminent, potential uses of the resource and manage-

ment schemes must be considered. Commercial, and to a less-

.,.LÉ
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er extent, recreational smelt fisheries were established

after smelt became abundant in the Great Lakes. Some com-

mercial production had begun in the Great Lakes by the early

1930s (christíe 1974), and in 1952 2.7 million kg were har-

vested (r'rick 1965). A successful trawl fishery for smelt

in Lake Erie began in 1959 (MacCallum and Regier 1970).

Smelt ranked first in weight among all Great Lakes fishes in

Canadian commerciaf Iandings in 1966 (Scott and Crossman

1979). Types of gear used in the commercial smelt fisheries

of Lhe Great Lakes have included small nesh 9ilJ. nets, pound

nets and bottom trawl,s (MacCallum and Regier 1970, Jaiyen

1975). The market demand for smelt as human food vas high

during the 1950s, but much of the catch was used as animal

food (Jaiyen 1975) .

Sport fisheries for rainbow smelt also have developed in

Ontario. sport fisheries are usually dipnet fisheries con-

ducted during spawning, but some hook and line fisheries for

rainbow smelt do exist. In 1973, 36r810 sport fishermen

spent 95,850 angler-days in the Michigan waters of Lake

Michigan dipping for sme1t, yielding 0.8 million kg of

smelt, about tr,¡ice the commercial catch (Jaiyen 1975).

The value of the smelt catch generally has not served to

replace pre-smeIt catches. when smelt first colonized Green

Bay, Lake Michigan, their abundance was so great that some

commercial fishermen ceased fishing to avoid the nuisance

(Schneberger 1936). Christie (1974l. stated that the shift
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from the historic coregonine and lake trout commercial fish-

eries in the Great Lakes to yellow perch, rainbow snelt and

alewife fisheries has brought higher associated capture

costs and lower market values. The general result of spec-

ies composition changes has been a reduction in gross rev-

enue and faiLure of many commercial fishing ventures

(christ ie 197 4) .

Conflicting opinions exist on the value of recreational

harvest of snelt during spawning. Laundergan (1976), in a

survey of smelters in the Duluth, Minnesota area during the

years 1971-1974 found lhat the economic benefit of recrea-

tional smelt fishing on the Duluth economy was negligible,
while economic and social costs !¡ere fairly high. Social

costs of smelt harvesting include the public expense of

increased law enforcement, provision of sanitation facili-

ties and garbage cleanup, while private expenditures include

damage to residents' property. Raab and Steinnes (1979),

using traditional benefit-cost analysis found the benefits

to the residents of Duluth !o be in excess of $150,000,

while the costs were es!imated at Iess than $20,000. Ben-

efit-cost analysis clearly indicated that the recreational

smelt fishery provides an overaLl benefit to the community

of Ðuluth. It did not determine, however, whether those

benefits were properly distributed to those bearing the

costs, the landowners (Raab and S!einnes 1979). The envi-

ronmental cost due to a reduction in stream habitat qualiry

also v¡as not considered in this analysis.
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An economic benefit that was enjoyed by many communities

of the Great Lakes following the arrival of smelt were annu-

al smelt-dipping festivals that attracted fishermen and

thousands of other visitors every year (Van Oosten 1947,

Jaiyen 19751 . Jaiyen (1975) reported that although the

sport fishery nas still important, the smelt-dipping festi-
vals were much less comrnon by the 1970s.

2.4.2 Månaoenent Strateoies

Rainbow smelt populations are subject to large, apparent-

1y natural fluctuations. It has been demonstrated that no

clear relationship exists between shock size and recruitment
(xircheis and Stanley 198.1 , Henderson and Nepszy 1989). Àt

the same time, smelt have been found to exhibit intraspecif-
ic density-dependent effects to limit abundance (Evans and

Waring 1987, Henderson and Nepszy 1989). These somewhat

contradictory s!a!ements illustrate the complexity of man-

agement of the rainbow sme1t, and perhaps indicate why there

is very little Literature available on the nanagement of the

species.

Jaiyen (1975) developed a decision-making framework for

the management of a fish species, He applied the framework

to the rainbow smelt population in Lake Michigan, but no

thorough management strategy was deveLoped. He found the

smelt population to be underexploited and increasing in

size, but recommended no change due to: 1) contemporary low
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market demand, 2) expected increase in fishing pressure, and

3) expected increase in predation by piscivorous species'

The Northvrestern Region of the ontario Ministry of Natu-

raI Resources ( ot'fNn ) currently is dealing v¡ith the manage-

ment of introduced populations of rainbow smelt in both the

Red Lake and Kenora Districts. The recommended strategy at

this time is to control the introduction of smelt into other

vater bodies by increasing public ar¡areness of the potential

effects of smel! introducLions through a variety of media

sources (O¡aNn .l 988a, 1988b). Most recentty OMNR has put

into pJ.ace a total ban on aIJ. fishing for smeLt, and the use

of live or dead smelt as bait in four fishing regulation

divisions of northwestern ontario (oMNR 1990a). This is an

attempt to prevent smelt from becoming established in waters

where they presently don't exist.

Sme1t numbers in sone of the Great Lakes recently have

begun to fall, and in some cases rebounding salmonid popula-

lions are probably lhe cause of the declines (christie et

aI. 1987, Evans and waring 1987). Evans and Waring (1987)

suggest that lake trout in particular appear to have a pro-

found effect on species composition, and by manipulating

lake trout density the structure of the fish community can

be managed, at least to some extent. Recent quota reduc-

tions in the Lake Erie smelt harvest (oMNR 1990b) suggest

that overexploitation may be responsible for the decline of

smelt stocks in that lake.
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2.5 ÀPPLTCÀBIIITY OF THE TITERÀTT'RE TO TI{E Sfl,'DY

The review of the existing Iiterature in the three cat-
egories presented is intended as a discussion of the major

issues facing Manitoba's fishery managers. The Iiterature
presented underscores the importance of the project. This

review provides the base upon which to build and develop the

study.
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Chapter III
IdEIIIT{ODOLOGY

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter the methodology used in the study is doc-

umented. Methods are discussed based upon the specific

objectives to v¡hich they refer.

3.2 DISTRIBUTIONÀL DÀTÀ

The present distribution of the rainbow smelt in the Hud-

son Bay drainage basin waters of northwestern Ontario and

Minnesota is reported in Barton et al. (1990) based on work

conducted in 1989. This author was a member of that team

and therefore the methods used and results obtained from the

Canadian portion of tha! study are presented here. Lakes

chosen for surveying were selected using a number of cri-

teria. Consultation with staff from the Ontario Ministry of

Natural Resources yielded a number of candidate Iakes with

reported or suspected smelt populations' Beyond that' lakes

were chosen primarily on the basis of suitable habitat or

proximity to a previously confirmed location. Regardless of

the suitability of the habitat, Iakes located doHnstream of

known populat ions were sampled.
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once chosen, Iakes were sounded to locate suitable fish-

ing sites using a Micronar M-700 electronic depth sounder/

fish finder mounted on a 65 H.P. out boa rd-powe r ed 5.9 m alu-

minum boat. Vertical temperature profiles were conducted

using a YSI 42SC tele-thermometer, generally in the deeper

parts of the lake as determined from bathymetric maps and

sounding. GiIl nets (1.5 m deep, 8, .l 0 and 13 mm bar mesh),

were set overnight at or below the thermocline, if one

existed. I f large schools of forage fishes were identified
on the fish finder at, or below the thermocline, nets were

set at that level. Large floats were used to suspend the

net at the thermocline, or at depths of fish abundance as

determined by sonar. occasionally nets v¡ere set diagonally

from the surface to the bottom, with progressively depth-

graded floats in between to cover as much of the water col-

umn as possible. Bottom trawling, using a 6 m otter trawl

was carried out l¡here depth and substrate permitted. Seine

hauls were conducted along beaches at a few locations.

The 1990 survey consisted of lakes chosen primarily !o

fill gaps in the existing data. One Lake sampled in 1989

was re-sampled in l990 because i! appeared to be a very

suitable candidate for snelt colonization. The survey was

expanded in 1990 to include suitable Manitoba bodies of

water located on the winnipeg River proper. Initially Lake

winnipeg v¡as not to be included in the survey due to its

size, however, upon capture of a rainbow smeLt in commercial

.L.,.
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gear in September 1990, the small mesh gear eas fished in

the area from which the specinen was captured. A loca1 con-

mercial fisherman was hired to fish the sma1l mesh gear.

One body of water not within the Winnipeg River drainage

basin, but on another east side Lake winnipeg tributary was

tested because i! was road accessible from Red Lake, ontar-

io, a lake with an existing smelt population. Techniques

employed in 1990 were essentially the same as in 1989 except

that. one gilì. net gang consisted of five panels with mesh

sizes ranging in size from 6 mm bar to 16 mm bar. Other

nets used in 1990 were the same as those used in 1989. No

trawling or seining vrere conducted.

The potential presence of spawning runs of rainbol¡ smelt

in five Lake of the woods tributary creeks r¡as monitored

over a two night period during the anticipated spawning sea-

son. Rush Bay Creek was chosen because smelt had been

reported from that system lhe previous year. The others

were chosen primarily for ease of access and to give a broad

spatial representation of sites around the northeastern por-

tion of the 1ake. At two of the sites, small mesh hoop nets

with 1m openings and 6 m leading wings were set overnight

to catch any upstream migrants. The other three sites ¡,rere

visually inspected after dark with f lashlight.s to check for

any upstream f ish movement.

The potential presence of smelt in Lake winnipeg also was

investigated by examination of the stomach content.s of com-
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mercially caught vralleye in the spring. The majority of

walleye caught in the spring Lake Winnipeg conmercial fish-

ery arrive at the Freshwater Fish Marketing Corporation

plant in Transcona in the round, Fish from all parts of the

Iake therefore could be sampled at one location.

The number of walleye stomachs containing smelt in a sam-

ple (x), is a function of the proportion of walleye stomachs

containing smelt in the population (p) and the sample size

(n), The probability (Pr) of not detecting smelt in the

sample can be expressed as Pr(x=0). The probability of

detecting at least one smelt in the sample can therefore be

expressed as Pr(x>1) or 1-(pr(x=0) ). This Iast expression

can be re!¡ritten as an eguation,

pr (x21) = 1- [ 1-p] 
n,

Ì,¡here Pr = lhe probability of detecting at least 1 sme1t,
x = the number of walleye stomachs containing smelt

in a sample,
p = the proportion of walleye stomachs containing smelt

in the population, and
n = sample size.

1n Lake Simcoe, for example, Mathers and Johansen (1985)

found the mean annual proportion of waLleye stomachs con-

taining smelt (p) to be 68%. If p = 0.68 is inserted into

lhe equation and a sampLe size of 10 is assumed, the result-

ing probability of detection of at least one smelt is

0.9999887 ,

Applying this equation to the Lake winnipeg situation it

must first be assumed that smelt are present, but that the

.ø-
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proportion of wall-eye stomachs containing smelt in the popu-

lation is lo¡,¡. If a value of p = 0.01 is inserted into the

eguation, it follows that a sample síze of. 500 is required

to obtain a 99% probability of detecting at least one smelt.

This can be reworded to state that a sample size of 500

stomachs with identifiable non-sme1t contents predicts with

99% conf!ðence that rainbow smelt abundance in !¡alleye s!om-

achs is ]ess than 1%.

Stomachs from adult walleye were extracted in May and

June 1990. Whenever possible walleye were sampled represen-

tatively from al-I areas of the lake. Stomachs were fixed in

10% formalin and after a tlro week period nere transferred to

70% ethanol. They ¡,¡ere examined for their contents between

September and December 1990. Fish remains were identified
using a number of anatomical characteristics as permitted.

These included whole body appearance (when applicabi.e), size

and type of sca1e, number of vertebrae, vertebral form and

appearance, presence or absence of Iingual teeth, Iocation

of point of attachment of ribs on individual vertebrae,

ratio of rib length to standard Iength, and characteristics
of the caudal skeleton. Suspected rainbow smelt were sub-

mitted to Dr. K.w. Stewart, an ichthyologist at the Univer-

sity of Manitoba for verification.

The future distribution of the rainbow smelt within Mani-

toba !¡as predicted using topographical maps indicating which

bodies of water r¡ere directly accessible from the Winnipeg

.iii: ,
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River. Lakes also were considered to be candidates for

smelt colonization if they were Located in areas of cottage

development or sport fishing activity. Information on lake

location, morphometry, presence or absence of lake trout and

walleye, and resource use !¡as obtained from lhe Fisheries

Habitat Section, Manitoba Department of Natural Resources.

This informat.ion was compared with ideal and satisfactory
conditions for smelt as described in the Iiterature in order

!o predict future distribution.

3.3 POTENTIÀL FOR IMPÀCT ON ln{E FISHERIES OF LÀKE WINNTPEG

As mentioned, it has previously been predicted that rain-

bov¡ smelt wilI colonize Lake Winnipeg (Loch et al. 1979).

The potential impacts on the commerciaL, sport and subsis-

tence fisheries of Lake Winnipeg were examined by first pre-

senting in detail case histories of smelt cofonization, and

accompanying changes in species composition and the relaLed

fisheries in relatively similar smelt-impacted lakes Erie

and Simcoe. The physical, chemical and biological charac-

leristics of these lakes were examined in light of how bhey

suit lhe life history of the rainbow smelt. The role of

smelt in commercial, sport and subsistence fisheries also

was exami ned.

Physical, chemical and biological characteristics of Lake

Winnipeg were analyzed. The degree of similarity between

Lake Winnipeg and lakes Erie and Simcoe was used as one tool

:'Â:...
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in predicting the success of the rainbow smelt in Lake Win-

nipeg. The potential impact of smelt on the native fish

community r.ras then translated to a range of impacts on the

commercial, sport and subsistence fisheries.

Three analyses were carried out with existing data sets.

Unpublished mercury survey daba from the Department of Fish-

eries and Oceans, Inspection Services Branch was used to

determine the relationship between mercury and weight or

Length of walleye and sauger caught in the Lake Winnipeg

commercial fishery. Regression analyses of mercury versus

weight, and mercury versus length !¡ere computed for each

species. Fish from 1980 to the present were selected for

analysis, 1980 being arbitrarily chosen as a cut-off date !o

attempt to avoid any mercury-contaminated fish from the ear-

Iy 1970s.

To determine if a relationship existed bet!¡een lakes con-

taining walleye with, and \rithout sme1t, similar to lhat
presented in Figure 2 for take trout and smeLt, the Ontario

Lake lnventory Database (OLiD) and the Guide to Eating

ontario sport Fish (oME/oMNR 1990) were consulted. All

lakes !¡ith either walleye and no smeIb, or walleye and

smelt, were selected from OLID. A1l lakes in the above two

caLegories vhich had walleye mercury daLa available in the

Guide to Eating Ontario Sport Fish r¡ere selected for analy-

sis. The cumulative frequency of lakes where walleye mercu-

ry leve1s reached 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 ppm by walleye length

range were plotted for lakes with, and Ì¡ithout smelt.
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To determine an economic relationship between a decreased

harvest of ]ake whitefish and an increased harvest of rain-

bow smelt in Lake Winnipeg over time, a range of hypotheti-

cal scenarios were created. Lake Winnipeg whitefish harvest

at year zero was determined by using the mean whitefish har-

vest over the last 5 years (ManDNR various). Decline in

whitefish harvest was continued for twenty years, based on

the Lake Erie example (Batdv¡in et a1. 1979). Landed value

(price/kg) of the r¡hitef ish harvest in Lake winnipeg was

determined by using the mean landed value for Manitoba whi-

tefish during the tast 5 years (DrO

1987 ,1988,1989,1990a,1991 ) .

Rainbow smelt harvest in Lake Winnipeg was modelled afler
that of Lake Erie. Harvest of smelt in Lake nrie began

roughly 5 years after the beginning of the final whitefish

decline, initial harvest accounted tor 2.15% of. the total

catch and increased for a 10 year period, followed by a 5

year period of relatively constant harvest (aaldwin et aI.
1979). The landed value (price/kg) of rainbow smelt harvest

in Lake ¡rie (R. Loblaw, ontario Ministry of Natural

Resources, pers. comm. ) was used for Lake Winnipeg.

Annual total landed value was calculated by multiplying

the harvest by the landed value (price/*g), AnnuaI present

value of the landed vaLue r¡as calculated by dividing the

annual lotal landed value by the discount factor,
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where r = discount rate (interest rate)
t = any future year t

as per Mishan (1972). Present value of the landed value is

used because il incorporates the value of money over time

(discoun! or interest rate) into the analysis, and therefore

allows direct comparison of a slream of values. Present

value was summed so that benefits over lime could be com-

pared using a single value. Annual present vaLue assuming a

constant harvest of whitefish at a quantity equa] to year

zero over a twenty year period also was calculated. The sum

of the present value of the whitefish and smelt harvest over

twenty years was compared with the sum of the present value

of constant vhitefish harvest.

3.4 MÀNÀGEMENT STRÀTEGIES

The primary literature was further searched for any

remaining information dealing with the actual management of

the rainbow smeIt. Letters reguesting information !¡ere sent

to the respective officials responsible for fisheries man-

agement in al1 provinces (6) and states (18) that were

known, or expected to contain rainbow smelt, in order to
gather whatever informalion was available. Àn example of

the letter sent is enclosed as Àppendix 1. The resultanl
information available l¡as then summarized and presented.

The management technigues and strategies available were

then examined for their applicabil-ity to Lake Winnipeg.
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recommended basedManagement mea sures

upon the results of

for Lake Winnipeg were

the invest igat ion.
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4.1

Chapter Iv
RESI¡LTS ÀND DISCUSSION

DISTRIBUTIONÀL DÀTÀ

The lakes surveyed for rainbow smelt during 1989 and 1990

in the winnipeg River drainage basin waters of Manitoba,

northwestern Ontario and Minnesota are illustrated in Figure

3. À summary of the selected results of those Iakes sur-

veyed for rainbow smelt in northwestern Ontario and Manitoba

during 1989 and 1990 are presented in Table 1. Ten of the

forty nine lakes surveyed were found to contain smelt. The

complete results of the Iake surveys including effort and

numerical catch by species are displayed in Appendix 2. The

remaining Iakes within the winnipeg River drainage basin

knoHn to contain rainbow smelt are Iisted in Table 2 !¡ith
year of collection and reference. Rainbow smelt are present

in Lake Winnipeg as mentioned previously, although they were

not detected by Iake surveys. The distribution of rainbow

smelt in the Winnipeg River drainage basin, including Lake

winnipeg proper, is illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 5 shows the Lake of the woods locations sampled

for spawning runs in the spring of 1990. The results of the

spring investigation are presented in Table 3. No rainbow

smelt h'ere caught or observed in any of the creeks.
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îÀtsLE 1, À SU¡OIÀRY 0F THE RESULTS OF THE f,ÀKE SURVEYS FOR RAINEOI'¡ SI'IELT
IN NORT:{WESTSRN ONTÀRIO ÀND HÀNITOBÀ DURING 1989 ÀND 1990

NUMEER ON
DATE FIGURE 3 L.ÀKE NÀME

SURFÀCE
TEI{Po(C)

EOTTOH
TEMPO(C)

MÀX I }if.'M
DEPîH (m) SMEL?

89/06/06-ì0
89/06/i1
89/0É/15
89/06/18
89/06/11
89/06/19
89/06/29
s9/06/30
89/06/30
89 /01 /01
89/oi l02
89 /01 /02
89 / 07 /02
89/01 /04
89 / 01 /08
89/07 /09
89/ 01 / 09
89/07 /09
89/01/10
89/07 /10
89 /01 / 10
89/ 07 / 11
89/07 /11

89 / 07 /21
8,9 I 01 /21
89/01 /21
8.a /01 /22
89/01/22
89/01/22
89/07 /23
89/07 /21
89 / o7 /25
89 /01 /31
89/08/01
89/08/01
89/08/08
891A8109
89/08 / 14
89 /08/ 1a
89/08/16

s9 /Ð8 / 16
89/oS/16
89/08/ 11
89/08/18
89/08/ 19
89/08/28
89/08/29
89/09/01
89109 /02
90 / 06/ 18
90/06/19
90/0ê,/20
90/0É,/21

90/06/22

90 / 06 /23

90/06/21
90/0ê,/21
90/01 /31
90 / 01 /31

90 / 08 /28-29
90/1()/09.16.21

PÀl(¡1ÀSH
BRiJCE
RED

KEG
T!i'O- I SLÀND
BÀRNSTON
CLEÀR
JOHNSON
!¡EGG
UNEXPECTED
GCCSE
wILCCX
CÀMPTNG
GRÀSSY NÀRROWS

lIDE
BÀLL
INDt ÀN
LITTLE FOX
SHOE
8¡G FOX
LOUNT
SEPÀRATION
UMFREVILLE

(TWELNOR T,ÀKE)
( GI8 LÀKE)
(MÀIN BODY )
( PO'í¡ERLTNE BÀY)
{ GOSHÀI.¡R LAKE)
(oNEMÀN LÀKE )

TETU
BIG SÀND
L.ULU
FÀVEL
STLVER
CÀNYON
NAMÀKÀN
RÀINY
ÀBRÀM
I'lt NNl îÀK I
PELI CÀN
LÀC SEUL

41 ( tTALrÀN 8Àv )

42 (KEEWÀTIN BÀY )

43 SÀNDYBEÀCH
4L TÍIO- I SLÀND
45 GULLROCK
46 0ÀK
47 0ÀK
48 HÀYNÀRD¿-9 DI,,MPY
50 LÀC DU BONNET
51 NIJ"IIMI K

52 CLÀv
53 f,rÀB¡ G00N

EÀGLE

1 5.0 YES
3.0 NC

31 .0 YES

12.0 YES

1ê,5 N0
11,0 N0'11,0 NC
13,5 N0
10.0 N0
5.0 N0
?.0 NO

15.0 NO
r 8.5 YES
12,5 N0
18,5 YES
15,0 N0
6.0 N0
9,5 N0

13,0 NO
11 ,0 NO

21 ,5 N0
22,0 N0
30. 5 N0
18,5 NC
26,0 N0
1 s.0 N0
40.0 NC
12. 5 NO

24,5 yES

28.0 N0
16,s N0
23,0 N0
31 .0 N0
29,0 YES
25. 0 NO'13.0 NO

18.0
35,0
10.0
13,0
21 ,0
30. 5
16, 5

25 ,0
14.0
11,0
19.0

20.0

8,0

21 .0
23 .0

8.0
10.0

1

2

a

6
1

I
10
11

12
13

11
'18

19
20
21

23

21

2Ê

28
29
30
31

32

1L

35
36
31
38

40

1?.0
18.5
11,0

20.0
18 .0

21 ,0

24 ,5
22,0

21 ,5
22 ,5
23,0
21 ,a
21 .0
21 ,5
21 ,0

21 ,5

27 ,0
26.0
24,3
26,0
tõ.t
24,0
23.0
25,0
27,0
23 ,0
24 ,0
21,0
22 ,0

21.0
21 ,0

23 ,0

21 ,0
21.5

20,0
20.0
20.0

20,0
17.0
19.0
1? ,0

22 ,0

20,0
20.0
21,5
22 ,0

11,0
18.5
7.0

11.0
12,0
12,5

10.0
18,5
13.5
18, 5
18. 5

20 ,5
8.5

21 ,0
20,5

12,0
20. 5
20 .5
21,0

8,0
10,5

9,5

6.0

?.0
6.5

'10.0

10. 5

5.0
7.0
7,0

20. 0
20.0
6,0
5,0

14.0
1.5

11.0
17.0
8.0

11,0

16.0

6,5
8,5

22,0

51 (vER}fILLION BÀY )

EÀGLENEST
(GREEN LAKE )

UI'IFREVI LLE
(c¡ ¡ LÀ¡(E )
(MÀTN BCDY )

BERENS
BERENS
LÀKE OF THE IIOODS' (NEÀR MoRsoN )
1,ùTNNI PEG (NEÀR ÀRNES)

NO

NO

I¿S
YES

NO
NO

NO
NO

NO

NO
NO
NO

NO

NC

NO

NO
NO

NO

NO

NO

56

60
61



PROVI NCE,/ YEÀR

__::11:_____::i:-1:11:I:r:l----- -:9-"::!T:---::::l-"r::
MANITOBÀ WINNI PEG 1990 CAMPBELL ET ÀL. ( 199I )

TÀBLE 2. À SUMMÀFY
IN THE

ONTÀRI O ÀBRÀM (LÀC STUL )
BEÀVERIiOUSE (RÀINY RIVER)
EVA (RÀINY RI\/TR)
FÀVEL (WÀBTGOON RIVER)
FRENCH (RÀINY RI VER )
GULLROCK (CHUKUNI RIVER )
INDIAN (ENGLISH RI VER )
KEG ( CHIJKIJNT RI.\/ER)
LITTLE EÀGLE (WABIGOON RI VER )
PÀKT,¡¡\SH (CHUKUNI RI VER )
PICKEREL (RÀINY RIVER )
RED (CHUKUNI RI VER )
SÀNDYBEACr¡ (LÀC SEUL )
SEPÀRÀTION (ENGLISH RI VER )
TIDE (ENGLISH RI \/ER )
TROUT (RÀINY RI VER )
T!'¡O- I SLÀND (CHUKUNI RIVER)

OF THE KNOWN OCCURRENCES OF RÀTNBOW SMELT
WINNIPEG RIVER DRÀINÀGE BÀSI N

MINNESOTA BURNTSIDT (RAINY RI VER )
EÀGLENEST 1 (VERMILLION RI\'ER)
EÀGLENEST 2 (VERMILLION RI VER )
cNErss (ne¡NY RrvER )
GUNFLTNT (RAINY RI\¡ER)
HÀNsoN (RÀrNY Rr vER )
LÀc LÀ cRo¡x (RÀrNY RrvtR)
LTTTLE tONG (RÀINY RIVTR)
MÀGNETIC (RÀINY R¡VER)
NÀMÀKÀN (RÀINY RI VER )
RÀINY (RÀINY RI \¡ER )
SAGÀNÀGÀ (RÀINY RIVER)
sHÀcÀ!.tA ( RÀr NY Rr vER )

949
9S3
972
987 , 1989
9't 2-197 6
9A9
949
949
962
949
977
987 ,19A9
949
9AA
949
9AO
949

BÀR.TON E'T ÀL - ( -I 99O )
cJTc ( 199o )
cRossMÀN (19"76)
BÀRToN ET ÀL. ( 199O )
cRossMÀN ( 1 9'7 6)
BÀRTON E1r ÀL- (199O)
BÀR'roN ET ÀL . ( 1 99o )
BÀR'roN E1r ÀL- (.1 99o)
CÀMPBELL E'T ÀL. ( 1 991 )
BÀR'roN ET ÀL - ( 1 99o )
GJTC ( 1 990 )
BÀRTON ET ÀL. ( 1990 )
BÀRTON ET ÀL- (1990)
CÀ.MPBELL ET ÀL. ( 1991)
BARToN EÍ¡ ÀL. ( 199O )
cJTc ( .1 99o )
BÀ.RToN ET ÀL- (199o)

972
9AO
9ao
979
9't 7
949
949
949
974
990
99()
942 ,
979

CAMPBELL ET ÀL-
cJTc ( 199o )cJTc ( 199o )cJTc ( 199O )cJTc ( 1 99o )
BÀR'roN ET AL - (
BÀRÍroN ET ÀL. (
BÀRToN ET ÀL- (
cJTc ( 1 99o )cJTc ( 199o )cJTc ( .1 99o )
BARToN ET ÀL- (
cJTc ( 199o )

1949

( 1 99 r )

r 990 )
r 990 )
r990)

r 990 )
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FTGURE 5. SITES SAMPLED FOR SPRTNG SPAWNTNG RUNS AROUND LÀKE OF THE WOODS, ONTÀRrO.

I - Ovêrnight hoopnol s6ts

a - S¡tes of visuâl inspeclion

Nuñbers are referred to in Table 3



TÀBLE 3. HOOPNET CÀTCHES FROM LAKE OF THE WOODS TRIBUTARIES (1990)

CREEK
DÀTE NÀME

MÀY 02 RUSH BÀY
BERRY

MÀY 03 RUSH BAY
B ERRY

* - Iarge hole chewed in net
wS - wlìite Sucker (Catostomus commersoni )
ÞrM - Mud Minnov¡ (umbra I imi )
NP - Northern Pike (nsox lucius)
PK - Pumpkinseed (Lepomis gibbosus)
YP - YeIlow Perch (Perca flavescens)
ID - Ior¡a Darter (etheostoma exile)
SH - Shiner (Notropis sp.)

NUMBER
F I GURE

ON
5

1

2

1

2

WÀTER
TEMPO ( C )

7-0
5.0

7.0
8.0

ws

10

4

I'lM

7

NP

2 1

YP

1

ID SH

1

.l

(,r
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Nine hundred and fifty tv¡o adult walleye r,tere sampled

from the Lake Winnipeg spring commercial fishery as present-

ed in Table 4. The areas from ¡{hich fish were sampled are

illustrated in Figure 6, Àlthough an attempt !¡as made to

sample as representatively as possible, only 14% of the wal-

Ieye sampled r¡ere from north basin waters. This was prima-

rily a function of the predominance of channel area and

south basin r¡atLeye availabl-e at the Freshttater Fish Market-

ing Corporation plant. Five hundred and seven stomachs con-

tained identifiable non-sme1t remains, while 1 rainbow smeft

was collecled in a walleye stomach from a fish which came

from the Riverton area, The collection of 1 smelt from 500+

stomachs with identifiable contents cannot allow predic!ion

r¡ith 99% confidence that smelt abundance in walleye sbomachs

is less than 1%.

The specimen collected consist.s of the posterior 32

vertebrae including the caudal skeleton. Dr. K.w. Stewart

verified the specimen as a rainbow smelt based on the fol-

Lowing traits: (1) ural centra fused inLo a urostyle, (2)

caudal vertebral centra !¡ith Iateral sculpture consisting of

two or three Iongitudinal ridges, (3) seven hypurals, with

H1 and Hs slender and nearly equal, H2 enlarged, Ha and H5

enlarged and subequal, and He and Hz slender and short, and

(4) 20 or more vertebrae with closed hemal arches. This

specirnen has been retained by Dr. Stewart for future submis-

sion to the Royal Ontario Museum.



North George's I slånd
Àssorted N. Bãsin
Í{arren's Landing
craod Rapids

Channel Matheson I sland
Princess Ha rbour
câtfish Creek
Pine Doc k

South Riverton
cimL i
Red River ltouth
seÌkirk
Traverse Bay

LOCÀTI ON NÀME

TÀBL6 4. COMPOSITION BY LOCÀTION OF I{ÀLLEYE STOMÀCH SÀMPLES
ÎÀKEN FROM THE 1990 LÀKE WINNIPEG COMMERCIAL FISHERY

NIJMBER ON
FIGURE 6 N

N - Number ot wälleye sâmpled
N'- Number sith iilentifiable non-sme1t remains
* - Included perch and invêrtebrates but most comrnon sas fish renains ehich could be identified as

non-snêlt , but no further.
** - Also containèd one lake herring and r¡urnerous shiners.

7
l1
l2
t3

2

I
9

1

3
4
6

l0

63 47
20 'r5
2s 162s 22

156 78
46 24r08 58
92 46

N'
RÀINBOW LÀKB
SMELT HERRING

145 67
122 71
61 31
68 26
15 5

35 6
5l

1t
19 2

27 25
3 '12

27 15
283

20 39
1 25

10 10
l1

952 507

LÀKE HERRING
SHINERS ÀND SHINERS OTHERT

4
2
6
1

3
7

4
t0
5
1

164

22
7

10
1{

25
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FROM THE 1990 LÀKE WINNIPEG COMMERCIAL FISHERY.
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The first detection of rainbow smelt in the Winnipeg Riv-

er drainage basin was from Little Eagle Lake near Ðryden,

OnEario, dating back to at least 1962. This population r¡as

eradicated in 1978 at the request of the province of Manito-

ba (Campbell et al. 1991). The lake has no surface inlets
or outlets, eliminating emigration by smelt as a means of

dispersal. Hovever, the possibility of dispersal into other

water bodies via human transport, during the sixteen years

that smelt were present in the lake cannot be discounted
(Campbe1l et a1. 1991). Àpart from this record the first
incidences of smelt in the drainage basin are from two sites
on the upper Rainy River. They were collected from both

Burntside Lake, Minnesota, and Eva Lake, Ontario, i.n 1972

(table 2, Campbelt et a1. 1991).

Rainbow smelt are known from a number of discrele tribu-
taries in the Rainy River system (rigure 4). They were dis-
covered in Lac la Croix (#88 in Figure 3) in 1989 and could

have reached this body of water by any one of four routes;

from populations existing upstream on the Maligne River,

from populations existing further upstream on the mainstem

Rainy River, from established populations in Burntside Lake

(#63), or from direct introduction into Lac la Croix. Smelt

were discovered in both Rainy and Narnakan lakes in 1990 and

Iikesise could have reached Namakan Lake and hence Rainy

Lake by any one of five routes; from populations existing
upstream on the Quetico River, from populations existing
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upstream on the Vermillion River, from populations f ro¡n

Trout Lake, from populations existing in Lac la Croix and

further upstream on the mainstem Rainy River, or from direct
introduction into the lakes themselves.

The Rainy River exits from Rainy Lake and flows 130 km

before entering into Lake of the Woods. Rainbow smelt were

not detected in Lake of the woods in either spring spawning

surveys or late summer netting surveys. The failure to

detect smelt in the spring spawning surveys is not signifi-
cant. The timing of the investigation may have been off by

a day or two, the selection of streams may not have been

correct or shore spawning may have been favoured over stream

spawning as has been found elsewhere (MacCaIlum and Regier

1970). The absence of smelt in the late summer netting sur-

vey does not signal their absence from Lake of the woods but

indicates a lack of abundance from that part of the lake.

Rainbow snelt were first confirmed in the English River

system from Red Lake in 1986 (N. ward, Ontario Ministry of

Natural Resources, pers. comm.). Surveys in 1989 found

smelt to be present in nine more lakes in the English River

system. SmeLt were reconfirmed in Red Lahe and verified in

Keg, Gu1lrock, Two Island and Pakwash lakes on the Chukuni

River. Gullrock and Two Tsland lakes are both relatively
shallow lakes which r,¡ere first sampled in late spring of

1989. These unstratified lakes were resampled in August to

verify the presence of smel-t over summer, Smelt were also
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verified from Favel Lake on the Canyon River, a tributary to

the lower Wabigoon River, and in Sandybeach and Àbram lakes

on the upper English River system. Single specimens were

collected from both Tide and Indian lakes, These probably

represent dovrnstream migrants from one of the other lhree

areas. À specímen v¡as recovered from a northern pike stom-

ach from Separation Lake by Ontario Ministry of Natural

Resources personnel in 1988 (S. Lockhart, Ontario Ministry
of Natural Resources, pers. comm.), but 1989 surveys of this
lake did not yield any sme1t. Separation Lake lies approxi-

mately 40 km downstream of Indian Lake on the English River.

Rainbow smelt are now known ¡o be present in Lake Winni-

peg. Two specinens caught by commercial fishermen in late
September and early October had standard lengths of 117.6 mm

and 124.0 mm respectively, and both showed one poorly

defined annulus (Campbell et aL. 1991). The portion of the

specimen recovered from a waLleye stomach measured 31.7 mm

from its most anterior vertebra. Rainbow smeLt contain from

58-70 vertebrae, usuaJ.ly 60-66 (Scott and Crossman 1979),

therefore 32 vertebrae could be seen to constitute half a

fish. DoubLing 31.7 mm yields a fish with a length of about

63.5 mm (+ head Length of about 5-10 mm), Late winber

caugh! smelt from Lake Superior had mean lengths of 66 mrn

for yearlings and 151 mm for 2 year olds (BaiIey 1964).

Therefore, given a date of capture of about June 03, the

Lake Winnipeg specimen probably was a yearling. The two
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specimens caplured by commercial fishermen late in the sea-

son most likeì.y v¡ere in lheir second season of growth.

Therefore, these fish probably were all from the same year-

cIass.

The origin of rainbos smel.t in Lake Winnipeg is unclear.

The furthest downsLream location in the winnipeg River sys-

tem from which smelt were taken in 1989 and 1990 surveys was

Indian Lake, 280 km upstream of Lake Winnipeg, while a pre-

vious record exists from Separation Lake (Campbell et aI.
1991), 40 km downstream of Indian Lake. The effort expended

in these surveys was not intensive, and therefore absence

from the sample cannot be inferred to indicate absence of a

population in a Iake. Given the consistency of sampling

gear and methodology, however, the absence of smelt from a

sampLe indicates that smelt probably weren't abundant in a

given 1ake. Therefore, while the possibility that the rain-
bow smel! caught in Lake Winnipeg are downstream migrants

from Winnipeg River populations cannot be dismissed, given

the absence of rainbor¡ smelt in any of the nine surveyed

lakes dov¡nstream of Indian Lake, it is unlikeIy. Umfreville
Lake in parLicular, located do!¡nstream of Indian Lake on the

English River, should offer suitable habitat for rainbow

smelt colonization. Ten gangs of gillnets fished over tr,¡o

seasons failed to produce any smeIt, strongly suggesting the

lack of an established population in lhat lake.
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Ànother potential source of rainbow smelt in Lake Winni-

peg is via the Berens or Bloodvein rivers. An unauthorized

or unintentional introduction of smel-t from Red Lake into
Berens Lake, Ontario, located 90 km north of Red Lake on the

Nungesser Lake Road (nigure 3), and on the Berens River,

would provide another source of supply to Lake Winnipeg.

Berens Lake vras surveyed during lhe summer of 1990 (table

1), and no smelt were collected. Similarly, a potential
point of fish transfer exists in flood conditions betvreen

some ponds feeding the northeest corner of Red Lake and the

headwaters of the Bloodvein River (Figure 3). These poten-

tial avenues of introduction are not the favoured source of

the smeft in Lake winnipeg at this time.

Rainbow smelt have been captured in Lake Audubon, and the

McClusky Canal in North Dakota, but are not knor,¡n to be

present in the Red River drainage basin (Sayler 1990). Sur-

veys by the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources of

upper Red Lake and other headwaÈer lakes of the Red River

system in Minnesota have not yielded smeLt (Campbe1t et aI.
1991). Therefore it would appear that smelt have not invad-

ed Lake winnipeg via dispersal from knor¡n Red River system

populations. Manitobans are known to travel to Thunder Bay,

Ontario to harvest spawning Lake Superior smelt (W. Franzin,

Departmen! of Fisheries and Oceans, pers. comm.). An unau-

thorized intentional or unintentional introduction of unused

baitfish or fish waste into the lower Red River, or Lake
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Winnipeg itself r¡ou1d appear to be a likely candidate for
providing the source of smelt for Lake winnipeg.

The length of time that rainbow smeLt have been a resi-

denl of Lake winnipeg remains a point of contention. A

specimen was reported to have been angled from the Red Riv-

er, immediately betow the St. Andrews dam in May or June,

1975 (Campbel1 eÈ a1. 1991). This report cannot be substan-

tiated r¡ith a specimen. Experimental travl catches in the

channel and south basin areas of Lake winnipeg conducted

during 1976-83 failed to turn up any rainbow smelt (Kristof-

ferson 1985 ) .

Rainbow smelt were first recorded from the south basin of

Lake r^?innipeg in 1990. By early July 1991 two more specimens

had been captured by commercial fishermen. one specimen was

caught near Pine Dock in the channel area (Figure 4), while

the other !¡as collected near Eagle Island at the north end

of the north basin (À. Derksen, Manitoba Department of Natu-

ral Resources, pers. comm.). Rainbow smelt have spread

beyond the south basin of the lake.

Eventual colonization of the north basin of the lake will
give rainbow smelt access to the Nelson River. The movement

of smelt down large river systems can be quite rapid and

successful. In 197 1, 7,440 gravid rainbow smeLt l¡ere intro-

duced into Lake Sakakawea, North Dakota and a few years lat-

er a self-sustaining population vras present (tøayden et al.
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1987). Àbout seven years later smelt vJere being captured in

the free-flowing lower Missouri River, after population

build-up and passage through four major reservoirs (t'tayden

et aI. 1987). The rapid movement may be explained by the

lack of suitable lacustrine habitat and corresponding veloc-

ity of the system.

The rapid dispersal of smelt down the Missouri River

probably wiIl be repeated on the Nelson River, although pos-

sibly not until Lake winnipeg is fully colonized. Much of

the available lentic habitat along the NeIson River is less

than ideal, vrith Playgreen, Pipestone and Cross lakes al1

having mean depths of less than 4.0 m (ManD¡¡R 1989). Fur-

ther downstream on the Nelson River lie SpLit and Stephens

lakes (nigure 7), Mean and maximum depths of these lakes

are displayed in Table 5. Thermal stratification does not

occur in SpIit and Stephens fakes and data indicates that

minimum summer water temperatures may reach as high as

18.5oC (creen 1990). Conditions for cofonization by smelt

are not ideal, however, given the scarcity of available

habitat along the Nelson River some habitation of these

water bodies may be expecled. It is interesting to specu-

Iate, but impossible to forecast accurately whether rainbow

smelt wiIl colonize Hudson Bay upon reaching the Nelson Riv-

er estua ry.

If rainbow smelt have colonized Lake Winnipeg via the

Winnipeg River system, they first had to pass through a num-
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ber of lakes in Manitoba. With the exception of Lac du Bon-

net these lakes are essentially a widening of lhe river and

offer very Iittle off-current habitat. For this reason

these lakes are not expected to harbour large smelt popula-

tions. Fieldwork conducted on June 19, 1990 revealed some

degree of thermal stratification in the east basin of Lac du

Bonnet (fable 1), suggesting an off-current area of poten-

tial smelt habitat. SmeIt are predicted to colonize this
body of water.

There are a number of lakes l¡ithin the whiteshefl River

system which may offer good habitat for smelt. The poten-

tial for upstream migration from lhe Winnipeg River, how-

ever, is limited to Heart Lake, as numerous rapids and small

waterfalLs are present below Betula Lake. Once smelt become

abundant in the southern Manitoba area, Big WhitesheIl, Wes-

thawk and Falcon lakes, Iake trou! lakes with road access,

become potential candidates for unauthorized introductions

of smelt via inlroduction of baitfish or fish waste. with

mean and maximum depths of 4.88 and 8.23,48.9 and 113, and

14.6 and 26 m respectively, these Iakes offer suitable habi-

tat for rainbow smelt. Other lakes in the Whiteshell River

system are not as favourable, but downstream migrants from

l^¡est Hawk and Big Whiteshell Iakes will pass through these

lakes and may colonize some of them. À populated Falcon

Lake will provide the opportunity for downstream migrants to

enter Shoa1 Lake and Lake of the Woods.
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From Lake Winnipeg rainbow smelt may be èxpected to trav-

e1 upstream into Lake Manitoba via the Dauphin and Fairford

rivers. This path of colonization previously has been fore-

casted by Loch et al. (1979). The fishway at the Fairford

dam has been navigated by species such as white sucker

(catostomus commersoni), walleye and lake herring (Derksen

1988). Fish as snall as 200 mm fork length r,¡ere captured in

a fishway trap, however, it was speculated that smaller fish

could also successfully use the fishway (Derksen 1988).

Under certain conditions the Fairford dam is not a barrier
to fish movement. Àt flows of 300 m3/s or more on the Fair-
ford River, there is virtually no differênce between r,¡ater

levels above and below the dam (Derksen 1988). In the peri-

od of record 1955-1986 mean monthLy discharge exceeded 300

m3/s tv¡ice in the month of May and three times during the

month of June, while maximum daily discharge exceeded 300

m3/s seven times in the period of record, twice in May (IwÐ

1987). Smelt could be expected to attempt to use the Dau-

phin and Fairford rivers for spawning, probably in late

April or early May. In a highwaler year, rainbos¡ smelt

could be expected to successfulJ-y navigate the Fairford dam

fishway by using areas adjacent to the main current and

enter Lake Manitoba.

Lake Manitoba is shallow, v¡ith nean and maximum depths of

5.0 and 7.0 m respectively. warm summer water temperatures

and high turbidity should preclude the establishment of
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large populations of rainbow smelt in the south basin.

Smelt may be more successful in the north basin, where popu-

lations of lake r¡hitef ish and lake herring exist, From Lake

Manitoba rainbow srnelt wiIl have unrestricted access inbo

Lake Winnipegosis via the Waterhen River. Lake 9linnipegosis

is another shallow lake with a maximum depth of 11.0 m, but

a mean depth of only 4.5 m. Lake Winnipegosis currently

supports a weaker piscivorous population than does Lake Man-

itoba, so smelt may face less initial resistance in Lake

Winnipegosis, thereby allowing a Iarger smelt population to

develop (À. Derksen, Manitoba Department of Natural Resourc-

es, pers. comm. ) .

If smelt become abundant in Lake Winnipeg, many of the

Iake trout lakes in the northwest region of the province may

be at risk to lhe unauthorized introduction of smelt. Lakes

such as Athapapuskow, Second Cranberry, Reed, Clear!¡ater and

and Cormorant could all be expected to provide suitable

habitat for smelt if introduced (Table 5). DoHnstream of

Clearr¡aLer and Cormorant Iakes li.e Moose and Cedar Lakes.

Prior to flooding, the easl arm of Moose Lake offered rela-

tively deep (tabIe 5), apparently off-current habitat (Fig-

ure 7), however, it did not stratify (Howard 1967). Lake

trout, however, have been harvested as an incidental catch

in the east arm of post-ftood Moose Lake, until a! least

1977 (Sopuck 1979). The eas! arm of Moose Lake should

therefore possess suitable habitat to support a population

of rainbow sme 1t .
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Cedar Lake, including Cross Bay was found to exhibit no

thermal stratification in JuIy '1 973, with bottom tempera-

tures fairly constant at aboul 15oC (Hughes 1974\. In 1974,

Saskatchewan River surveys were conducted in late June.

Bottom tenperatures in Cross Bay were found to be as low as

10oC (Hughes 1977). These temperatures would be ideal for

sme1t, however, expected higher temperatures later in the

summer would not be as suitable. Lake trout are not report-
ed from the commercial catch (ÐFo 1988), nor do any of the

fishing lodges on Cedar Lake actively fish for lake trout
(Travel Manitoba 1991). Cedar Lake does not therefore offer
good habitat for colonization by rainbow smelt, however,

given its position downstream of Clearwater, Cormorant and

Moose lakes, some utilization of the lake by smelt may be

expec ted ,

There are a number of lake trout lakes on tributaries of

the east side of Lake Winnipeg. None of these lakes are

road accessible, but Virong, Charron, Fishing, Moar, Aiken

and Sasaginnigak lakes all support fly-in, sport lake trout
fisheries and therefore some potential for introduction of,
and colonization by smel! exists. Additionally, the latter
four of these lakes lie on the Berens and Bloodvein Rivers,

and therefore are provided with another potential source of

smelt.

As discussed in chapter 2, Iong distance upstream move-

ment of rainbow smelt or presence in lotic environments
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except during spawning is not common. For these reasons

significant upstream movement of smelt on the Red and Àssi-

niboine rivers is not predicted. The St. Andrews dam wiII

serve as a further deterrent to upstream movement, although

not an entirely unpassable barrier due to the presence of

the boat locks.

4.2 POTENTIÀL FOR II1IPÀCT ON THE FISHERIES OF IJÀKE WINNIPEG

4.2.1 Case studies of smelt-imoacted lakes

4.2.1,1 Lake Er ie

Lake Erie is lhe soulhernmost lake in the Laurentian

Great Lakes system, centered aE 42o 15'N and 81o15'W. It is

388 km long, 92 km wide at its maximum breadth, and has a

surface area of about 25,690 km2. The theoretical flushing

time of Lake Erie has been calculated at 2.5 years (Hartman

1972). The lake is naturally divided into three basins -
vrestern, central and eastern; all with unique characteris-

tics.

The following account of the morphometry and annual ther-
mal regimes in the three basins of Lake Erie is modified

from that provided by Hartman (1972). The western basin is

the shallor,¡est and smallest of the three, encompassing only

13% of. the lolaL lake surface area and 5% of the volume of

the lake. Mean and maximum depths are 7.4 and 20.4 m

respectively. It usually freezes over in mid-December with

water temperatures under the ice isothermal at about 1oC.

.
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The ice nelts near the end of March and water t.emperatures

rise gradually after that., reaching 10oC by May 1, 15oC by

June and 24-26oC by early Àugust. Due to wind action and

currents, summêr water temperaLures in lhe shallow Hestern

basin are usually isothermal, but during extended periods of

warm, calm !¡eather, some stratification may occur. FaII

cooling begins in Àugust and proceeds gradually until ice is
formed.

The central basin is deeper (mean and maximum depths of

18.5 and 25.6 m respectively), and much larger than the

western basin, comprising 63% of the lake's surface area and

volume. This basin rarely freezes over completely. Spring

warming usually lags about one week behind that of the west-

ern basin. Temperatures reach about 13oC by late May and

the water column is isothermal. À lhermocline forms in June

at about 12 m, and graduaLly sinks !o about 18 m as the sum-

mer progresses. Water in the epilimnion warns to a maximum

of. 24-26oC by early Àugust. Bottom lraters during summer are

much cooler in the central basin (9oC) than in the western

basin. Water temperatures fall after that, with falI over-

turn usually occurring in l-ate September. The waber temper-

ature in the central basin is isothermal al 1oC by late
December.

The eastern basin is much deeper than lhe other two with

a mean depth of 24.4 m and a maximum depth of 64 m. The

basin is generally isothermal at 1"C in winter, although
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winter stratification may occur at depth. Ice cover in the

eastern basin is minimaL, however, as the western and cen-

tral basins break up, prevailing winds carry the ice floes

eastward into the eastern basin. This causes ApriJ- and May

surface waler temperatures to lag roughly 18 days behind

those of the v¡estern basin, and f1 days behind those of the

central basin. warming occurs gradually during Àpri1 and

May, with summer stratification occurring by June. The

thernocline sinks as sumfrìe r progresses. Surface waters

reach 24oC by early August, while hypolimnetic waters may

reach 7-9oC. FaIl overturn usually takes place in November,

with winter conditions being reached by late December.

Lake Erie, more so than any of the other Great Lakes, and

perhaps mos! other North American lakes, has been altered

through cultural eutrophication (r,each and Nepszy 1976). By

virtue of its shallow depth and fertile drainage basin, Lake

Erie was the most productive of the Great Lakes long before

hhe arrival of European man. The vegetative cover and the

dynamics of the drainage basin and lake l¡ere changed irre-
versibly as the basin was settled during the 1700s and

1800s. An increase in erosion and resulting sil!aLion

destroyed the spawning grounds and other habitat of many

species (Hartman 1972). Other important spawning areas Here

made inaccessible by stream blockages, or destroyed by the

large-scaIe drainage of marshlands (Leach and Nepszy 1976).
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As the human popu).ation in the drainage basin increased,

effluents f rorn industries and communities entered directly

into the lake or its tributaries in Iarger and larger

amounts. Some of the changes attributed to cultural eutro-

phication that occurred in Lake Erie over the half-century

ending in 1970 include: an increase in TDS from 133 to 198

mg/I, a threefold increase in sedimentation rate since 1850,

a twentyfold increase in phytoplankton numbers and a shift

in species dorninance in the western basin from oligotrophic

to eutrophic types, an increase in zooplankton abundance and

a change in species composiLion to!¡ards eutrophic types ' a

decline in numbers and diversity of pollution-intolerant

benthic organisrns and an increase in abundance of pollution-

tolerant species (Leach and Nepszy 19761 .

The increased eutrophication or cultural enrichment of

Lake Erie has led to a widespread decrease in dissolved oxy-

gen. Dissolved oxygen levels as Iow as 0-2 mg/l were dis-

covered during the 1950s and 1960s in the western and cen-

tral basins (Harlman 1972). This only occurs during

extremely rare stratification of the western basin, but Iow

dissolved oxygen concentrations in the hypolimnion of the

central basin are fairly common, and have been recorded as

far back as the first survey of the Iake in 1929 (Leach and

Nepszy 1976t. Critically low dissolved oxygen levels have

not occurred in the hypolimnion of the eastern basin (Hart-

man 1972 ) .
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Lake Erie possesses a very diverse fish fauna, with a

native composition of 24 famiLies, 55 genera and 114 species

(christie 1974\. The fish community of Lake Erie at the

time of human settlement included inshore populations of

smallmouth bass (Micropterus dolomieui), largemouth bass (U.

salmoides), muskellunge (E-qgÄ masquinonqv), northern pike,

emerald shiner, spottail shiner (Not.ropis hudsonius), chan-

neI catfish (rctalurus punctatus), and brown butlhead (I.

nebulosus); and open wat.er populations of Iake slurgeon

(Àcipenser fulvescens), lake herring, Iongjaw cisco (Çg4sqo-

nus a1Þenae), lake whitefish, blue pike (Stizostedion vitre-

um qlaucum), wal1eye, sauger, freshwater drum (Àplsd:Lno'!us

orunniens), white bass (Morone chrvsops), whiLe sucker and

shorthead redhorse (Moxostoma macrolepidotum) (Leach and

Nepszy 1976). A relalively small population of lake trout

existed in the eastern basin.

Lake Erie has changed, and today some of those species

have been extirpated, others remain a! very reduced levels

and several others have been added through introduclions.

BIue pike and lake Lrout have been extirpated, while numbers

of Iake sturgeon, lake herring, sauger and muskellunge are

greall-y reduced. The present Lake Erie fish community is

dominated by native yellow perch, walleye, white bass, chan-

nel catfish, brown bullhead, freshwater drum, emerald shin-

er, spottail shiner, white sucker, shorthead redhorse and

gízzarð shad (Dorosoma cepedianum); and the introduced spec-
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ies rainbow smelt, common carp (Cvprinus carpio), goldfish
(carassius auratus), white perch (Morone americanus), coho

salmon (oncorhynchus kisutch) and chinook salmon (q. tshaw-

vtscha).

Rainbow smelt r¡ere first reported from Lake Erie in 1935,

presumably having entered the lake via the Detroit River

from populations earlier established in lakes Michigan and

Huron (Leach and Nepszy 1976). The first observed spawning

run was in'1 940 and by the early 1940s smelt were spawning

at Point Pelee (Maccallum and Regier 1970). Smelt were

abundant in commercial fishing gear by the early 1950s.

The following brief life history of the rainbow smelt in

Lake Erie is based primarily on works by Ferguson (1965) and

MacCallum and Regier (1970). During the winter adul!s are

fairly randomly dispersed throughout the lake. Mature fish

begin to aggregate on the spawning shoals along the north

shore of the lake during the first week of April, when

spring warming begins. The peak of spawning activity takes

pJ.ace during the last two weeks of April around Point Pelee,

but is somenhat delayed in the east-central and eastern

basins due to the lag in vernal !¡arming.

After spawning, adults move offshore into Èhe waters of

the hypolimnion. As the hypolimnion of the cenhral basin

became oxygen-reduced or anoxic, smelt were observed to

vacate that area, moving up towards the thermocline or fur-
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ther east. Thermal preference of the adults during the sum-

mer was found to be about 6oC and few were found at tenpera-

tures above 15.5oC. Àdults were generally found in waters

deeper than 18 m by day, although they displayed a distinct
diel movement into the thermocline and epilimnetic waters by

night. Adults resume a more random distribution after fall

turnover.

YOY smelt are abundant inshore, in 3-6 m of !¡ater after
hatching in the spring. They are commonly found in epilim-
netic offshore eaters later in the summer, bu! also fre-
quently occur in the metalimnion, appearing only to avoid

lhe hypolimnion. Diurnal movement by YOY smelt from the

epilimnion down into the hypolimnion by night as previously

mentioned for Lake Michigan, vras not documented for Lake

Erie. By late fall YOY appeared to be fairly randomly dis-
persed throughout the east-central and eastern basins.

In early spring yearling smelt were found to be dispersed

throughout Lake Erie in deep \,¡ater, There appeared to be an

onshore movement into shallower r¡ater as the adulls moved

offshore after spawning. Yearling smelt occupy the same

habitat as YOY at this time. As summer warming begins year-

lings were found to move out into deeper water, but general-

Iy remaining shallower in the water column than adults.

Yearlings showed a temperature preference of 7-10oC during

summer days (metalimnion), but moved up into 10-15oc epilim-
net ic naters by night.
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The generalized pattern of distribution through the stra-

tified water column in summer then is YoY in the epilimnion,
year).ings in the metalimnion and adults occupying the hypo-

limnion. The nightly diel movement pattern by adults and

yearlings results in some habitat overlap by all three size-

classes of smelt. When the central basin hypolimnion

becomes anoxic, both adutts and yearlings may be found con-

centrated in the thermocline. Yearlings enter the adull

size range by October and begin to assume the adult distri-

bution in the water column.

In Lake Erie rainbo¡,¡ smelt are primarily shore spawners.

Streams of suitable qualiry are available along the north

shore of the lake and are used to some degree, but spawning

runs always have been stronger along norlh shore beaches

(LEFÀU 1990). These appear to be favoured due to the pres-

ence of a gravel substrate and good current activity to aer-

ate lhe eggs (leFau 1990). Tradibional spawning areas are

concentrated along Point Pelee and Long Point (Ferguson

1965), both prominent spits of land r¡hich protrude 15 and 35

km respectiveÌy out into the lake, The only offshore accu-

mulations of surficiat sand and gravel sediments in Lake

Erie are restricted to areas exlending southwest of Long

Point and south of Point Pelee (thomas et al. 1976). This

may explain why these sites are favoured for spawning. Mac-

CaIIum and Regier (1970) also report on observations made by

commercial fishermen of deepwater spawning of smelt in Lake

Erie at depths of 9-22 m.
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Published information on the diet of rainbow smelt in

Lake Erie is l-irnited ' but r,¡hat information is available sug-

gests that snelt are opportunistic feeders as in other bod-

ies of water. Typicatly smelt feed on copepods, cladocer-

ans, dipterans and amphipods, however, principal food items

depended upon size of fishr season, and location in the fake

(rer'¡u 1990). Piscivory is common among adult smeLt in Lake

Erie, YOY smèIt and yellow perch being the principal species

consumed (LEFAU 1990). Henderson and Nepszy (1989) report

that the primary items consumed by 1238 yearling smelt over

the course of the summer of 1976 were copepods (65% frequen-

cy of occurrence) and cladocerans (58%). YoY smelt vtere

identified in oni-y 2% of the stomachs, whiLe 5% contained

smelt scales.

Rainbow smelt are preyed upon by a number of predators in

Lake Erie, but given their role in the commercial catch they

are not considered a forage species. Henderson and Nepszy

(1989) state thaÈ smelt were an important prey for the fol-

lowing Lake Erie predators: yel1ow perch, wa]Ieye, coho and

chinook salmon, and white perch, but frequency of occurrence

values are not available. Knight et aI. (1984), however,

found that smelt were selected for only occasionally by wal-

leye and yellov¡ perch in the western basin of Lake Erie.

Rainbor¡ smelt are not commonly found in the western basin in

the summer due primarily to unfavourable water temperatures.

The resurgence of the walleye stocks in Lake Erie, which are
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concentrated in the western basin, and more recently in the

western/central basin, are attributed primarily to factors

other than the availability of rainbow smelt as a diet item

(Nepszy et a1. 1991 ) .

The changes in fish community structure in Lake Erie have

been attributed to three major phenomena; cultural eutrophi-

cation, exploitation, and the introduction of new species.

Therefore it is difficult to link one effect to one particu-

lar cause, Hartman (1972), in a review of fish community

changes in Lake Erie, surmised that eutrophication and

exploitation were the dominant processes involved in the

restructuring of the Lake Erie fish community. By the IaLe

1950s most predaceous species had been greatly reduced.

Reduced predation probably alLowed rainbow smelt to become

abundant. Regier et aI. (1969) state that the predaiory

stress exerted on the young of other species by increasing

numbers of smelt during the 1950s and 1960s played a large

role in the severe reduction or extirpation of the young of

the remaining stocks of lake herring, sauger, blue pike'

1a ke whitefish and walleye,

Despite the fact that factors other than replacement by

introduced species are responsible for many of the changes

in Lake Erie's fish community, it is worthshile to briefly

explore some of the identifiable trends, while the commer-

cial catch from a particular body of water does not neces-

sarily reflect its fish community, it does present a reason-
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ably accurate index of major changes in species abundances.

Figure 8 presents the commercial fish landings from the Can-

adian waters of Lake Erie from 1931-1987. Data from 1978

onwards were available only from Canadian waters of täke

Erie, so for the sake of continuity only Canadian data were

considered. Recently, Ontario has been a much larger har-

vester of most species, with almost no rainbov¡ smelt being

taken from U.S. waters (aaldwin et at. 1979). The year 1931

was chosen as a starting date because Lake Winnipeg statis-

tics were only available from that date onward. AIl the

major species commercia).ly harvested are included in Figure

8. AII of the species included are presently in Lake Winni-

peg, with the excep!ion of blue pike,

HistoricaIly, the tvro most important species in the com-

mercial catch v¡ere lake herring and blue pike (Baldwin et

aL. 1979). Lake herring stocks collapsed precipitously in

1925 (Hartman 1972), and remained aLmost nonexistent in the

commercial calch until a brief resurrection in the years

1945-47. Although not extinct, today lake herring are all

but absent from the commercial catch. The near elimination

of lake herring from Lake Erie is attributed almost entirely

to overexploitation, although it also has been suggested

that elevated temperature regimes following man's arrival
made for a less suitable habitat for coldwater species such

as the Iake herring (Hartman 1972).



FIGURE 8. LÀNDED OUANTITIES (KG) OF MAJOR SPECIES FROM
THE LÀKE ERIE COMMERCIÀL FISHERY 1931_1987
( FROM BÀLDWTN ET ÀL. 1979, OMNR VÀRTOUS).
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Hartman (1972) stated that the 1954 year-class of blue

pike was the last hatch of any inportance. By 1961, blue

pike had disappeared from the Lake Erie commerc ial fishery

and now are considered to be extirpated from the lake. Its

extirpation is Iinked to a combination of overexploitation,

cultural eutrophication and finally hybridization !¡ith va1-

leye (Hartman 1972). Regier et al' (1969), however ' contend

that predation pressure from rainbow smelt played a large

role in the near extirpation of lake herring and the extir-

pat ion of blue pike.

walleye increased in importance in the fishery during the

1940s and early 1950s until 1956' when a precipitous decline

occurred. A moratorium on commerc ial and spor! walleye

fishing due !o high mercury levels, combined with more

restrictive management regu].ations triggered the rapid

recovery of walleye stocks (Nepszy et al. 1991), as evi-

denced by the levels harvested during the 1980s. Harvest

levels of whitefish have been below 100'000 kg since 1958'

but stocks appear to have begun a gradual recovery. Sauger

have never been a major component of the Canadian fishery in

Lake Erie and novr are virtualJ.y nonexistent'

white bass are native !o Lake Erie but did not appear in

the Canadian commercial catch until 1952. They have been

harvested since at least 1899 from Àmerican waters (aaldwin

et aÌ. 1979). Their importance has varied over time' but

during the 1980s about 1.5 million kg were harvested annual-
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Iy from Canadian l¡aters. Freshwater drum, like !¡hite bass

v¡ere harvested much earLier from American !¡aters than on the

Canadian side (¡aldwin et al. 1979). They have remained an

incidental catch, with their harves! probably not accurately

reflecting their abundance in the lake, particularly in the

lrestern basin. Yellow perch have been one of the mainstays

of the Lake Erie commercial fishery. They have contributed

as much as 63% by weight of the annual catch, and over the

last five years have averaged 25% of. the harvest.

Rainbow smelt were first recorded from Lake Erie in l935,

but did not appear in the commercial catch until 1952. rni-

tially they occurred as an incidental côtch, but with the

development of a trawl fishery and a market for them, catch-

es in excess of 10 million kg were common by the late .l 970s.

The harvest of rainbow smelt peaked in 1982, with a catch of

almost 20 million kg, represenLinq 72.5% of. the entire fish

calch that year.

Rainbow smelt were first commercially exploited using

specially modified poundnets and trapnets (Sand and Gordon

1960). Às smeLt became very abundant in Lake Erie during

lhe mid-1950s, gillnetting was tried but was found to be

uneconomical (MacCallum and Regier 1970). The decline in

abundance of more valuable species during the Iate 1950s

further stimulated the search for an efficient manner of

harvesting rainbow sme1t. The Canadian federal government

conducted a developmental trawl fishery project for smelt in
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1959, and in 1960 a number of Canadian trawlers !¡ere outfit-

ted and fished successfully (wolfert 1981). The trar¡Is used

in the Lake Erie smelt fishery are modified Biloxi shrirnp

tra\,¡Is, varying in size according to the size of boat used

to pulI the trawl (van west 1983). Trawl sizes range from

20 m across at the mouth, 13 m long and 4 m deep to 30 m X

20 m x I m (van west 1983), By 1962 the catch reached 8.7

miltion kg but stabilized at a lower level for some time.

The large-scale harvest of smelt in Lake Erie depended

upon securing a market. Presently, almost all Lake Erie

smelt are processed for human consumption (R. loblaw r Ontar-

io Ministry of Natural Resources, pers. comm.), although

wastes have been processed into fish meal and used as animal

food (HoweII 1972). In addition to the North American con-

sumption of adult smeLt, a large Japanese market for year-

Iing smelt has been developed (Henderson and Nepszy 1989)'

There is very Iittle domestic consumption of Lake Erie

smelt, with larger smelt (>12.5 cm) shipped dressed primari-

Iy to the New York area, and smaller smelt (7.5-10 cm)

shipped in the round t.o Japan (n. Loblaw, ontario Ministry

of Natural Resources, pers. comm. ) .

The vessels used for trawling in Lake Erie were modified

gillnetters, some modified so that gillnetting was stiII
possible (van west 1983), The cosl, in the late 1970s of

retrofitting a Lake Erie tug from a gillnetter into a trawl-

ing vessel sti11 capable of gil1nettin9, has been estimated
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at figures ranging from $5,000-$6,000 (exclusive of winch)

(van west 1983), to $10,000-$20,000 (R. Loblaw, on!ario Min-

istry of Natural Resources, pers. comfn. ). The measurements

of a typical Lake Erie trawler are a length ot 20.8 m, a

breadth of 6.4 m and a depth of 2.2 m (Kolenosky '1 975).

Vessels are typically powered by 300 horsepower diesel

engines (R. Loblaw, Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources,

pers. comm.), and are equipped with echo-location equipment

(Kolenosky 1975\.

Bottom and rnid-water trawls have been employed by trawl-

ers, depending upon bottom type and location of schools of

fish. Trawling has been carried out primarily in the cen-

tral and eastern basins of the lake, and almost exclusively

in Canadian waters, Bottom type in the central and eastern

basins is predominantly post-glacial muds, foIloçed in fre-

quency of occurrence by areas of glacial tilI and soft grey

mud (Thomas et aI. 1976). The combination of very littfe

bedrock, and a scarcity of large glacial erratics and uni-

form depth, especially in the central basin, makes the bot-

tom of Lake Erie very suitable for trawling.

The importance of the smelt fishery in relation to the

entire Canadian Lake Erie harvest is not typical of all the

creat Lakes. OnIy lakes Superior and Michigan have provided

sizable smelt harvests since 1977 (Baldv¡in et a1 .1979).

while ontario was developing its gear testing program, simi-

Iar research was going on in American waters of Lake Erie.
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Tests conducted from 1958-1960 (Sand and Gordon 1960, Carr

1964), indicated that abundant quantities of smelt could be

taken profitably on a commercial scale r¡ith tra!¡Iing gear.

wolfert, (1981) stated, however, that these earlier venbures

were not carried through for economical and political rea-

sons. A 1974 survey of the U.S. waters of Lake srie found

that commercially significant numbers of snelt could not be

caught on a consistent basis (wolfert 1981). Experimental

trawling in Lake Ontario in 1968 and 1970, using Lake Erie

gear, showed trawling to be marginally profitable (Kolenosky

1975). Experimental trawling permits for Lake ontario were

offered to fishermen, but those already established chose to

remain on Lake Erie (Kolenosky 1975).

As earlier mentioned, decreases in overall value of the

catch have been documented in the Great Lakes as the commer-

cial fishery evolved from a coregonine and Iake trout fish-

ery to one primarily harvesting yellow perch and rainbow

smelt. Lambert (1973) in an economic analysis of Ontario's

Lake Erie fishery, found that total dockside value of the

harvest was reduced by 50% in the late 1950s, due !o the

change in the species composition of the commercial catch.

The average price per pound in 1959 fell 48% f.ron the previ-

ous year's level, while the total landings remained essen-

tia11y unchanged. The price per pound paid to alI other

Canadian inland fish producers meanwhile remained virtually

constant from 1946-70 (Lambert 1973t. To comba! Iower pric-
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es, landings per person increased rapidLy so that Ianded

value per person, although remaining near constanL, has

attained a leveL almost double that of any other Ontario

fishery (Lambert 1973\. To maintain this reasonably con-

stant Level of return on investment and labour, there was a

gradual transition to a nore capital intensive and efficient
commerc ial fishery (lambert 1973).

Berkes and Pocock (1990) examined seven types of commer-

cial fishing operations in lakes Erie and Onbario and

offered a number of economic comparisons. Eastern Lake Erie

smelt trawlers were found to be less labour-intensive than

gillnetters (usually 3 fishers per boat as compared to 6).

Landed value per lrawling vessel was less than half that of

lhe larger gillnetting operations, and while investment per

fishery was much lover than the Iarger gillnetters, invest-

ment per fishing job vas the highest of any of the seven

fisheries (serkes and Pocock 1990).

Total value of the Lake Erie catch (197?-1989) has ranged

from a low of $10 milì.ion in 1978 to a high of. $42 million
in .1 988 (oMNR various, 1990b). The value of the smelt catch

in the five years that value by species has been published

(1985-89), has ranged from a 1ow of 92.7 million in f989 to

a high of 94.2 million in 1987 (OMNR various, 1990b). Per-

centage of smelt value as a proportion of total value ranged

from a high of 15% in 1985 to a low of 7.5% ín 1989 (OMNR

various, 1990b). The most important species by vaJ.ue in the
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contemporary catch is yellow perch. In the same five year

period the value of the yellow perch catch has ranged from a

Iovr of 99.5 million in 1985 to a high of 922.5 million in

1989 (OMNR various, 1990b). Percentage of total value has

ranged from a low of 47% in 1985 to a high of. 61% in 1989

( oMNR various, 1990b) .

The value of rainbow smelt, while being far from the most

important species in the catch, annually has accounted for

$3.25 million or 10% of the value of the catch over the last
five years (OMNR various, 1990b). Landed values to Lake

Erie fishermen in'1 990 were roughly $4.00/kg for yeIJ.ow

perch, $3.00/kg for walleye and 91.00/kg for lake whitefish
(R. LobIaw, ontario Ministry of Natural Resources, pers.

comm, ). Landed values for rainbow smelt ranged from

$0.44-0.48/kg, while market value ranged from $1.90/kg for
the Japanese product to $3.39/kg f.or the North American

product (N. Plumb, omstead Foods, pers. comm.). The differ-
ence in market price reflects lhe additional processing

required for the North American product. Lake Erie smelt

retails in larger NorLh American markets for about $7.00/kg
(N. PIumb, omstead Foods, pers. comm. ).

Sport fishing for rainbow smelt in Lâke Erie generally

occurs in April or early May when adult smell seek out

streams and beaches on which to spawn. Beach seines and

dipnets are the gear used to harvest smelt. Sport fishing
first took place at Point Pe1ee National Park in 1948, and
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vras monitored for the first time in 1959. At that time, an

estimated 38 1628 smellers with a fishing effort of 128 1245

hours produced a harvest of 1,165'326 kg (Sztramko 1984).

Àn estimated 22,323 smelters exerted an estimateð' 71,298

hours of fishing pressure in 1983 and harvesled an estimated

407,402 kg (Sztramko 1984). The Iarge reduction in harvest

probably was due to poor Ì{eather (Sztramko 1984), rather

than reflect,ing any trend in reduced harvest over time.

Rainbow smel! also are angled in winter ice fisheries at

various locations around the lake (Sztramko and Paine 1984).

The first management directed toward rainbow smelt in

Lake Erie was done by the processors of the commercial catch

(wolfert 1981). The harvest was reguLated according to con-

temporary market demand, Presently, management of smelt

stocks is by a government-instituted quota allocation system

(oMNR 1990b) .

There are indications that the Lake Erie rainbow smelt

population currently is not in excellent shape. There have

been two exlended periods where the catch has been marked by

pronounced alternating year-cIass abundances; between 1963

and 19'l 4, and more recently bet!¡een 1983 and 1988. It has

long been suggested that this alternaEing year-c1ass abun-

dance is evidence of cannibalism, probably yearlings preying

upon YOY smelt (negier et aI . 1969). Henderson and Nepszy

(1989) found evidence to support the hypothesis that canni-

balism was an important mechanism for regulating recruitment
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of sme1t, but found the actual evidence of cannibalism was

weak. They conclude, however, bhat if cannibalism is

responsible for the inverse relationship between recruitment

to age 1 in any given year, and the abundance of yearlings

during the previous year, lhen it can be inferred that can-

nibalism acts as a density-dependent and compensatory mecha-

nism of mortaliLy regulating recruitment to the adult popu-

lation,

Henderson and Nepszy (1989) found no correlation between

total mortality of smelt at ages 2 and 3 years' and fishing

effort. They do, however, note that an increased harvest of

yearling smelt from 1976 lo 1983 coincided with the first
period of alternate year-class abundance and suggest that

the tvo may be related (Henderson and Nepszy 1989). Smelt

quotas in the central basin have no! been reached since 1985

( r,e¡'eu 1990). Quota reductions currently being imposed upon

the Lake Erie commercial fishery are aimed at reducing the

magnitude of the fluctuation in harvest. Henderson and

Nepszy (1989) found that in addition to year-c1ass strength

being affected by cannibalism from the preceding cohort or

cohorts, natural mortality increased with stock density.

They suggest from this that it may be appropriate to adjust

fishing pressure so that strong cohorts are exploited inten-

s i veIy.

The Lake Erie commercial catch is dominated by yearlings

and 2 year-oLd fish, Yearlings are recruited into the fall
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fishery. Yearling smelt made up less Ehan 1% of an aged

subsample of 34.1 smelt from a sample of. 2383 stream-spawning

smelt taken from two Lake Erie tributary creeks in 1976 and

1977 ( N sembu kya-Ka t uramu et al. 1981). In periods of alter-

nate year-class abundance, every second year the fal1 fish-

ery is dominated by juvenile fish, a sign of population

stress.

In summary, rainbow smelt have played an important role

in Lake Erie since their arrival in 1935. The stock has

increased in abundance, beconing an important source of prey

for piscivores, a competitor with planktivores, and a valua-

ble resource for both the commercial and spor! fisheries.

Predation and competition pressures exerted by a Iarge popu-

lation of rainbor¡ smeLt in the '1 950s on the young of already

Lo!, stocks of lake herring, bLue pike, Iake whiÈefish and

walleye, played a role in lhe severe reduction or extirpa-

lion of these stocks. Changes in Lake Erie fish communily

structure attributed to t.he processes of eutrophication,

exploitation and introduction of species have resulted in

changes to lhe commercial fishery. The change from a larger

percid and coregonid fishery to one harvesting primarily

rainbow smelt and yellow perch has brought lower prices per

unit of weight. To maintain a relatively constant level of

return on investment and labour, there has been a gradual

change to a more capital intensive and efficient commercial

fishery. Catches of rainbow smelt greater than 10 milLion
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kg were common by the late 1970s due to the development of a

trawl fishery, and a market for them. Past management of

the rainbow smelt in Lake Erie has been minimalr but current

cycJ.icaI fluctuations in the commerc iaI catch are being

treated llith reductions in commercial quotas.

4.2.1 .2 Lake Sincoe

Lake Simcoe is located in south-cenlral ontario (44o23'N,

79018' w), has a surface area of 725 km2, and mean and maxi-

mum depths of 17.2 anð 41.8 m respectively (MacCrimmon et

aI. 1983a). It has a regular shoreline ¡,rith two large bays,

one of which is shaLlow (maximum depth 15 m) and eutrophic '
the other being deep (maximum depth 41 m) and mesolrophic

(Evans and waring 1987). The central basin is mesotrophic,

with secchi disc readings varying Í.rom 2.5 to 5.0 m during

summer (LSFÀU 1987). The lake stratifies during summer and

dissolved oxygen leveLs within 1-2 m of bottom in the hypo-

limnion often decline to < 1 ^S/t during late summer (Evans

and Waring 19e7), The watershed is largely agricultural,

but the lake is fringed with coltages and recreational

developments, and several Iarge conmunities. Increased

eutrophication due to agricultural and domestic nutrient

inputs are ref lect.ed by increasing a1ga1 blooms, Localized

hypolimnetic oxygen depletion' and a gradual shift in benth-

ic communities (MacCrimmon et al..l 983a). Lake Simcoe poss-

esses a diverse fish fauna (l3 families, 23 genera and 34
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species) (lsFeu 1987), and supports !¡armwater and coldwater

sport fisheries.

The source of the rainbow smelt population in Lake Simcoe

is unknown but its origin is placed at 1960, and is almost

certainly the result of accidental or intentional introduc-

tion by man (MacCrimmon et aI. 1983a). Maccrimmon et al.

(1983a) have described the naturalization of the rainbow

smelt in Lake Simcoe and its Iife history in the Iake. Most

of what follows has been extracted f rorn their work. Rainbow

smelt were first reported from the Iake in 1962 when three

specimens were taken in the winter angling fishery. Smelt

v¡ere not seen again until the 1964 and 1965 fisheries, when

catches of 208 and 250 fish respectively were made.

The first spawning groups !¡ere seen in 1965 when Iarge

congregations of rainbow smelt gathered at stream and shore

Iocations, signalling the buildup of the population. The

appearance of a large population of spawning smelt around

much of the shoreline in 1965, with equal numbers of mature

fish of ages 1,2 and 3 is evidence that successful spa!¡n-

ings took ptace in 1962' through 1964. The breeding popula-

tion must have been very sma1l in these years in view of

their smal1 contribution to the v¡inter sport fishery, and

the apparent absence of spawning concentrations prior to

1965. The abundance of sme1t, as revealed by winter angling

catches increased rapidly in succeeding years' to a peak in

1973.
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In Late lrinter, adult rainbow smelt gather âround the

periphery of the lake at depths of 3-10 m. At this time the

lake is stiII unstratified, and temperatures in the epilirnn-

ion are constant at 3-4oC. The disappearance of shoreline

ice and consequent vrarming of epilimnetic naters to 4-7oC

triggers t.he onset of spawning, usually in late ÀpriI.

Shore spawning in Lake Simcoe occurred along sand beaches in

\,¡ater lemperatures of 5-9oC for a period of up to tv¡o weeks.

Spawning groups became dispersed, however, if wave action

became pronounced, or if water temperatures remained above

11oC for any period of time. Stream sites appeared to sup-

port greater densities of spawners, but spawning occurred at

about the same time in water temperatures of 7-11oC.

Àdult smelt become less tightly congregated after spawn-

ing, and gradually move to deeper !¡ater. By mid-summer they

are loosely distributed on, or near thè lake bottom at

depths between 18 and 40 m. During summer stratification,
smelt generally vere !aken in waters ranging in temperature

from 6-9oC, bu! they made diel movements into !¡ater as warm

as 17.5oC at night. FoIIowing breakup of summer stratifica-
tion in late autumn, smelt were found more closely associat-

ed with the boltom, apparentLy preferring the !¡armest water

available, Fer.¡ details are available on the life history of

smelt yearlings or YOY from Lake Simcoe. Summer trawling in

one season produced substantial numbers of YOY smelt near

the bottom at depths of 10-14 m at various lake locations.
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Adult smelt were found to feed throughout the year and at

various water depths in Lake Simcoe, favouring zooplankton,

but suppLemented seasonally by smal1 fish and benthic

invertebrates (MacCrimmon and Pugsley 1979\.

The principal environmental features that appear to have

favoured the establishment of rainbow smelt in Lake Simcoe

have been identified as, firstlyt the presence of extensive

creek and shoal spawning areas around the periphery of the

Iake; secondly, the availabitity of offshore areas with bot-

Èom water bemperatures favourable for smelt feeding and

growth (<11'c); and thirdly, an abundance and diversity of

food available for year-round use (MacCrimmon and Pugsley

1979). The most notable changes which have occurred in the

Lake Simcoe rainbov smelt population since their natural-iza-

tion are a pronounced reduction in the percentage of year-

Iing spawners, a reduced groçth rate' and a gradual increase

in population size to peak abundance by 1973 ' about thirteen

years following introduction (MacCrimmon et aI. 1983a).

MacCrimmon et aL. (1983a) document.ed the extreme variability

in the size of lhe spawning population in Lake Simcoe, but

stated that no apparent correlation between good and poor

spawning years, and subsequent year-c1ass strengths could be

found. They postulated that year-class strengths in Lake

Simcoe seemed to be determined by spawning success rather

than the numbers of spawners.
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Coincident lrith the colonization of Lake Simcoe by smelt

has been a decline and near col-Iapse of lake Lrout and lake

whitefish populations (Evans and waring 1987). Since the

mid-1960s, the Lake Simcoe Iake ¡,¡hitef ish population has

declined by 75 to 85%, angler catch has fallen 80 to 90%,

and growth rate has increased 70% weigh|"/age (Evans et a1.

1988). White the exact cause or causes of these changes are

not knovrn, several hypotheses have 'been put forward, all
dealing with three ecological stresses; eutrophication,

increased levels of toxicants in the Iake and the introduc-

tion of rainbow smeLt.

Evans and Waring (1987) examined the winter angling fish-
ery in Lake Simcoe from 1961-83 and summarized the changes

in the fish community as foflows. Lake trout initially
declined from reproductive failure, possibly caused by poor

survival of eggs and young due to eutrophication. Rainbow

smelt were introduced into the lake during the period of

declining lake trout abundance, and flourished possibly

because of minimal lake trouc predalion. The lake whitefish
population declined in numbers due to complete reproductive

failure during the period of exponential growth of the rain-
bow smelt population. Competition between the tv¡o species

for food and habitat resources or predation by adult rainbow

smelt on young lake whitefish, or both, is the suspected

cause.
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Yellow perch increased in abundance as Lake whitefish

density declined. It is difficult to ascerlain whether the

dominance attained by yellow perch is due to a competitive

advantage of yellow perch over lake whitefish in the pres-

ence of rainbow smelt, or is simply due to an increase in

their abundance in the absence of competition from young

lake whitefish. In either case, invasion by rainbow smelt

has not had a negative effect on yelIow perch. Lake herring

abundance increased while lake çhitefish were at their low-

est density. Lake herring density subsequenlly has

declíned, as has the density of rainbow smelt' possibly due

to increased predation by the lake trout trout population

which has been augmented by introductions. Production of

lake herring in Lake Simcoe does not appear to have been

directly affected by the abundance of rainbow smeLt (Evans

and Waring 198?). This is significant in view of observa-

tions to the contrary in other Iakes (Loftus and Hulsman

1986, Evans and Loftus 1987).

The recruitment faiLure of the Lake Simcoe lake whitefish

population is well documented, but the actual cause is

unknown (Evans and waring 1987). Evans et a1. (1988) state

that whitefish recruitment dirninished progressively over a

period of a few years in the late 1960s and was minimal by

1970 or 1971. Spawning still is occurring and larvae are

present in surface vraters during May (Evans et al. 1988).

Deterioration of habitat quality in Lake Simcoe has
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occurred, but the effect on v¡hitef ish reproductive success

is unknown (Evans et aI. 1988). Natural recruitment contin-

ues to be minimal, possibly nonexistent, and the whitefish

population is maintained through the introduction of hatch-

ery-reared progeny of native origin (McMurtry 1989).

The fact that the presence of abundant numbers of rainbovr

smelt does not appear to have had a significant effect on

the recruitment success of lake herring, suggests that pre-

dation on coregonid larvae is not a major cause of early

mortality in Lake Simcoe coregonids as was shown by Loftus

and Hulsman (1986) in Twelve-MiIe Lake. Young lake herring

continue a pelagic existence throughout lheir first year,

while lake whitefish become demersal at about six to eight

weeks after hatching (Evans and Waring 1987). It can be

presumed, therefore, that if smelt are having an effect on

whitefish, it occurs after descent to the bottom by the lat-

ter. Recent introductions of hatchery-reared, yearling lake

whitefish (1982-85) have survived and grown welI in Lake

Simcoe, suggesting that recruitment failure occurs due ¡o

rnortality prior to the yearling stage (Evans and waring

1987 ) .

Evans and Waring (1987), in an analysis of interspecific

interactions among species caught in the winter sport fish-

ery on Lake Simcoe, found a statistically significant neg-

ative correlation between catches of whitefish, and caLches

of smelt four and five years earlier. Mean ages in the
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catch of 6-8 for whitefish, and 2-3 fot sme1t, suggest a

negative interaction betneen year-classes originating in the

same year. Evans and waring (1987) postuLated that rainbow

smelt, being almost as large as YOY lake whitefish, and pre-

sumably much more abundant in the early 1970s, would have

placed a huge additional load on the food and space resourc-

es of the deep epilimnetic zone. Competition a! that time

may have resuLted in displacernent of Iake whitefish from

their preferred habitat, resulting in elevated mortality.

Fish in Lake Simcoe have not been exploited with gillnets

since about 1900 (Evans et aI. 1988). Rainbow smelt are

harvested in two sport fisheries; during spawning runs using

seines or dipnets, and in a multi-species winter hook and

line fishery. Since 1970, spawning aggregations of rainbow

smelt have been harvested by nocturnal seine and dipnet

fishermen. Ànnual spawning runs have not been quantified

but general observations suggest a Iarge variability in the

extent and dura!ion of both onshore and creek spavning runs

(MacCrimmon e! aI. 1983a).

Às mentioned previously, rainbow smelt first appeared in

the !¡inter fishery in 1962 and rapidly increased to reach a

peak in 1973 (MacCrimmon et aI. 1983a). The harvest of

smelt since 1973 has ranged between 2800 and 3900 kg annual-

1y for a 70 day fishing season, varying substantiall-y from

year to year (Evans and waring 1987). In an analysis of the

vinter fishery since the introduction of sme1t, Evans and
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waring (1987) found Lhat total caLch in numbers of fish

increased over the period 1961-83, reaching a level about

30% higher than during the "pre-smell" period of the early

1960s. They found, however, that total yield in biomass

declined during the survey period. This they attributed to

a lower level of catchability of rainbow smelt as compared

to lake whitefish, rather than a decline in total fish biom-

ass in the lake. Ànnual variation in total yield also was

found to increase coincident with the initial increase in

snelt abundance. Over the same period of time, catch per

unit of effort (CPUE) for lake whitefish in the r,¡inter

angling fishery decreased from 0.377 fish/hr in 1965 to a

low of 0.008 fish/hr ln 1977, reflecting a decfine in the

estimated catch from 153,000 to 3000 fish. Follor+ing the

introduction of hatchery-reared whitefish, catches increased

to 14000-15000 fish per year (1981 to 1983), with a corre-

sponding CPUE of 0.031 lake whitefish per angler-hour (Evans

and waring 1987 ) .

Mclntyre (1989) summarized the 1989 winter sport fishery

catch of 558,552 fish in Lake Simcoe as 70% yellow perch,

21 .2% taínbow smelt, 3% lake herring, 2,7% fake trout and

2.7% Iake whitefish. Over 90% of the rainbow smelt caught

were retained, resulting in a harvest of 3400 kg (t'tctntyre

1989), Lake whitefish were sought by 51.8% of anglers, fol-

lowed by lake trout al 42.8% and yellow perch at 24.5%,

very few anglers had a specific interest in rainbow sme1t,
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but harvested them opportunistically (McIntyre 1989). The

fishery for rainbow smelt specificaLly is not managed for in

Lake Simcoe, although increasing the number of lake trout
re-introduced into the lake may serve to regulate the smelt

population to some degree. The densities of rainbow smelt

and lake herring have dropped, presumably in response to

increased abundance of lake trout (Evans and waring 1987 l,
suggesting that a large predator may have a major influence

on the structure of a fish community.

In summary, rainbow smelt have become an important part

of the Lake Simcoe fish community since first collected in

1962. The population quickly increased in abundance, about

thirteen years after introduction. As in Lake Erie, rainbow

smelt have become an imporLant source of prey for pisci-

vores, a compe!itor with planktivores, and a substantiaf

component of the winter sport fishery harvest. Coincident

with the colonization of Lake Simcoe by smelt has been a

decline and near collapse of lake trout and lake whitefish
populations. It is felt that declines in these two species

are due bo a combination of three phenomena; eutrophication,

increased leveLs of toxicants in the lake and the introduc-

tion of rainbow sme1t. Stocks of lake herring in Lake Sim-

coe do no! appear to have been affected by the abundance of

rainbow smelt, in contrast to observations in many other

lakes. The effect of smelt on whitefish is hypothesized to

be competition for food and spatial resources betvreen young-
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of-the-year of each species. Since the arrival of smelt,

total catch (in numbers) in the winter sport fishery has

increased, but total yield in biomass has decreased due to

the lower catchability of snelt.

4.2.2 Lake l{inn ípeo

4.2.2.1 Physical, Chemicat and Biological Features

Lake Winnipeg, centered at 52000'N and 97o00'l^¡' is the

seventh largest lake on the North American continent. It is

436 km long, 111 km wide at maximum breadth, and has a sur-

face area of. 23,750 km2, Lake winnipeg can be naturally

divided into tv¡o basins, north and south, with a third area,

the channel, connecting the two basins.

Table 6 presents a comparison of selected morpho-edaphic

characteristics of Lake Winnipeg and various smelt-impacted

Iakes. The surface area of Lake Winnipeg is very similar to

that of Lake Erie. The mean depth of Lake winnipeg is shal-

lower than that of lakes Erie or Simcoe' but quile compara-

ble lo the mean value for the inland lakes containing smelt.

À maximum depth of 36.0 m for Lake Winnipeg is misleading'

as it occurs in a very small portion of the channel. The

maximum depth in the north basin is 19.0 m.

Lake winnipeg's shallow mean depth and high volume of

inflow combine to produce a relativeLy short turnovàr time

of 3.8 years. BrunskilI et al. (1979a) stated that the



TÀBLE 5. CIIÀRÀCTERI ST] CS OI' LÀKE I{INNIPEG ÀND VÀRIOIJS RÀINBOW SI.{ELT_ I MPÀCTED LÀKES

SURFACE ÀREÀ (KM,)

MEÀN DEPTH (M)

MÀXI MU¡,T DEPTH (M)

ÎURNOVER TIME (YEÀRS )

SECCHI (M)

TDS ( MG/L }

MEI (TDS/MBÀN DEPTH )

NO. FI STI SPEC I ES

f.¡I NNI PEG ERI E S IMCOE A

23?50.0 t 25690.0 ¡ 725.0

12.01 18.5¡ 17.O

36.0t 64.0. 41.5

3.82 2.51 16.0

- 4.55 5.0

- 14 6.0 6 208.0

r oa 6

49.03 114.0? 34.0

REFERENCES:

1. BRUNSKILL ET ÀL. ('I980}
2. BRUNSKILL ET ÀL. (f979a)
3. MÀN¡TOBÀ DEPÀRÎMENT OF NÀTURÀL RESOURCES (ManDNR) (1989)
4. HÀRTMÀN (1972)
5. BEETON ( I96s )
6. r.rÀTUszEK ( 1978 )
7, CHRTSTTE ( 1974 )
8. LÀKE SIMCOE ÀSSESSMENT UNIT (LSÀU) (1987}
9. EVÀNS ÀND LOFTUS (',1987)

ONTÀRIO INLAND LÀKES CON?ÀINING SMELTg

l't 7

169

t81

172

r35

r28

179

52.3

I t.6
35 .7

4,9

49.4

't1.3

0.1 44 80.0

2.0 3A.7

4.0 213.5

1.3 10.5

5.5 23t.4

0.6 45.3

3.0 63.0

LO}¡ER UPPER
MÀX. OUÀRTILE OUÀRTI LE

1.2

6.8

r9.5

3.6

2',t.0

8.0

9.6

r4.9

43.0

5.9

51 .9

7.6

12.O
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water retention time is sufficiently short in Lake Winnipeg

to allow water masses from the major rivers to retain con-

siderable identity in the Iake's basins. Further, they

stated bhat the river plumes essentially control the season-

al distribution, variation and stratification in tempera-

ture, conductance and turbidity (Brunskill et a1. 1979b).

BrunskiII et at. (1979a ) found the turnover time of Lake

Winnipeg to range Í.rom 2.9-4.6 years for the whole lake and

0.4-0.7 years for the south basin. The Ionqer v¡ater renewal

time of lhe north basin over that of the south basin sug-

gests that there may be better habitat for smelt in the

north basin.

Tab1e 6 illustrates that Secchi, TDS and MEI are unavail-

able for Lake winnipeg. Secchi readings and dissolved major

elements are discussed at length in Brunskill et aI. (1979a,

1979b), but mean values for Lake winnipeg were not calculat-
ed. Lake winnipeg is not a homogenous water body, and

therefore mean values for these parameters would not be

accurate (G. BrunskiII, Department of Fisheries and Oceans,

pers, comm.). Secchi readings averaged about 2.0 m in the

open \,raters of thè north basin and ranged from about 0.3 m

near the mouth of the Red River to about 1.0 m at the north-

ern end of the south basin in July of. 1969 (BrunskiIl et aI.
1979b). water clarity values in July were the highest

recorded through the open water season. Secchi readings of

2.0 m are much fower thân most in Table 6. This reflects
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the very turbid nature of Lake Winnipeg compared to typical
lakes conta in ing rainbow smeLt.

?he south basin is shallower and smaller than the north

basin, accounting for 12% of the total lake surface area and

9.5% of the voLume of the Iake (Brunskill et at. 1980),

Differences in water temperatures between basins are not

pronounced but due to its smaller size, the south basin

lrarms up in spring and cools down in faII more quickly than

the north basin. Brunskill et aI. (1979a ) found the south

basin and channel to be 4-6oC lrarmer than the open waters of

lhe north basin in early June. They found that. Lake Winni-

peg is vertically welÌ-mixed and rarely shows any degree of

summer stratification. Mixing is a funclion of the Iake's

mean depth, inflow and riind currents, Maximum depth in the

south basin is 14 m. water temperatures taken at a depth of

7-10 m in lhe open water zone of the south basin in 1969

ranged lrom 2.9oC in late April, to 11.0oc by early June,

and 19.5oC by late July, before falling to 18.6oC by early

September, 11.7"C by early October and 3,7oC by late October

(srunskill et af. 1979a). Surface Èemperatures of the south

basin reached 20oC by the end of July. Inverse stratifica-

tion occurs atber fteeze-up in both the north and south

basins, with a thin layer of 3oC water righ! along the bot-

t.om, and most of the !¡ater column isothermal at sloc (Bruns-

kilL et aI. 1979a),
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The north basin of Lake Winnipeg accounts f.or 74% of the

surface area of the lake and 82% of its volume (Brunskill et

a1. 1980). very Iittle summer stratification occurs in the

north basin, but Brunskill et al. (1979a) did observe a 4oC

difference from surface temperature to bottom temperature at

15 m following an exlended period of hot, caÌm vreather.

Maximum depth in the north basin is 19 n. water tempera-

tures taken at a depth of 13-16 m in the open water zone of

the north basin in 1969 ranged from 2.3oC in early Àpril, to

5.ooC by early June, 14, oc by late JuIy and 17.8oc by early

September, before falling to 10oc by early october and 4.8oc

by late October (Brunskill et a1. 1979a). Surface lempera-

lures in the nor!h basin lagged behind those of lhe soubh

basin by only 1-3oC (BrunskiII et a1. 1979a). Brunskill et

aI. (l979a) reported that other workers have found Iittle or

no oxygen depletion in either the north or south basins of

Lake Winnipeg,

Brunskill et a1. (1979a) found water temperatures in Lake

Winnipeg to be relatively isothermal at about 17-19oC by

late August /early September. The work conducted by Bruns-

kill et al. (1979a) may be the most cornprehensive water

Eemperature data collected for Lake winnipeg, but other data

is available on the thermal regime of the north basin of

Lake 9rinnipeg. Rybicki (1966) found bottom temperatures

l16oC and no thermal stratification during mid/Iate JuIy of
'1 963 and 1964. This concurs with the temperature regime
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described by BrunskiII et al . (1979a\. Kristofferson et 41.

(1975), however, found lâte JuIy bottom temperatures as loti

as 10oC in'1 5 m of lrater, with a corresponding 10oC differ-

ence between surface and bottom tenperatures. Partial ther-

mal stratification was short-Iived as a storm thereafter

produced complete mixing of the water column in the north

basin (¡tristofferson et al. 1975). Poll-ard (1973) cautioned

against the comparison of Lake Winnipeg water temperatures

since temperatures vary with meteorological conditions. In

summary, mean late summer water temperatures in Lake Winni-

peg generally are isothermal at about 17-19oC, but extended

warm, calm periods may produce varying degrees of thermal

stra!ification.

Rainbow smel! generally are known to favour cool water

and congregate at or below the thermocline in stratified

Iakes. In Lake Oahe, South Ðakota, a stratified warmwater

reservoir on the Missouri River, smelt were found only in

areas with a hypolimnion in the summer (Nellbring 1989).

The tenperature preference of adult and yearling smelt in

Lake Erie during summer was found to be 6-1OoC. The normal

summer water temperatures in Lake winnipeg are r¡ell above

those preferred by rainbow smelt under ideal conditions.

Populations of smeLt are known to occur, however, in non-

stratified lakes where summer temperatures may exceed 20oC

(nupp 1959). Smelt were found in abundant quantities

throughout the water column in Two-Island Lake during mid-
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August in the present study (r'igure 3). Corresponding water

temperaLures were found to range from 20oC at the bottom (10

m) to 21.5oc al the surface (Tabre 1).

There are also examples where populations of smeLt have

not become established although they are abundant in con-

nected waters. Adult rainbow smelt are abundant in the cen-

tral and eastern basins of Lake Erie' Àdults generally are

not found in the unstratified weslern basin after spawning,

although YOY smelt are found throughout the summer (S.

Orsatti, Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources, pers.

comm. ). Rainbow smelt are known to use the Detroit River

for spawning, linking the western basin of Lake Erie wi!h

Lake St, CIair, thereby providing Lake St. Clair with a

source of smeIt. Lake St, Clair, an unstra!ified lake with

a maximum depth of 6.0 m and a bottom temperature in the

low- to mid-2OsoC in late summer, does not support an abun-

dant population of rainbow srnelt (Ð. MacLennan, Ontario Min-

istry of Natural Resourcesr pers. comm.).

Às previously mentioned, abundant populations of smelt

are known to exist in lakes Sakakar¡ea and Oahe, both ther-

mally-stratified reservoirs on the Missouri River. SmeIt

also are knor,¡n to drift down the Missouri River, and into

the Mississippi River, particularly in winter (Burr and May-

den 1980, Mayden et al. 1987). Populations of rainbow

smelt have not become established in the three unstratified

reservoirs dor¡nsLream of Lake Oahe (Johnson et aI. 1990).
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One of the three, Lake Francis Case, has a maxinum depth of

42.6 m and a bottom temperature in late summer as low as

20"C (D. Unkenholz, South Dakota Departmen! of Game, Fish

and Parks, pers. comm.). warm water temperatures during

summer, and perhaps the short turnover time of the reservoir

are felt to be the primary factors Iimit.ing the establish-

ment of a popu).ation of rainbow smelt in Lake Francis Case

(D. Unkenholz, South Dakota Department of Game, Fish and

Parks , pers. comm. ) .

Smelt populations may exist in warmwater lakes, but there

is evidence that the populations may be stressed. NeIIbring
(1989), in a review of smelt biology found that smelt from

shallow, warm lakes mature early, Iive for only a few years

and have populations which fluctuate to a greater degree

than those in colder, deeper lakes. ÀdditionaIIy, high sum-

mer temperatures in shallower lakes may cause severe summer

mortalities anong smelt (NeIIbring 1989). Given the pre-

ceeding review rainbow smelt probably wiIl colonize Lake

Winnipeg, but may exhibit high summer mortalilies and fluc-
tuating population numbers, as experienced in other Iakes.

Differences in lrater clarity, turnover time and temperature

between Lake winnipeg's two basins aII suggest that smelt

may favour the north basin during the summer.

Availability of stream sites for spawning probably wiIl

not be a factor limiting the success of rainbow smelt in

Lake Winnipeg. Brunskill and craham (1979) found silty-
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clays and clayey-si1ts to account for over 70% of. the sedi-

ment samples taken in Lake winnipeg. Coarse sediments such

as sands, gravels and boulders were found concentrated along

the shores of the lake, around most islands and in shallow

areas. The largest area of offshore sand was found around

Long Point (70% aE one sediment station), an esker composed

primarily of sand and gravel jutting 40 km into the north

basin of Lake winnipeg (BrunskilI and Graham 1979). Given

the availability of sand and gravel around lhe shore of Lake

Winnipeg, shore spawning can be expected, Long Point on

Lake winnipeg is sinilar to both Long Point and Point Pelee

on Lake Erie, sites of extensive smelt shore spawning;

therefore Lake Winnipeg's Long Point may be expected to sup-

port spawning smelt. Spawning in the soulh basin may pre-

cede north basin spawning due to earlier vernal warming of

the streams and the basin itself. It is doubtful , hovever,

that north basin stocks will migrate to the soulh basin to

spawn.

The original Lake Winnipeg fish community contained 16

families, 28 genera and 48 species. The native community is

characterized by lower- or mid-trophic species such as white

sucker, lake herring, Iake whitefish, goldeye (Hiodon alo-

soides), emerald shiner, spottail shiner, troutperch (Per-

copsis omiscomaycus), yellow perch and freshwater drum; and

the piscivores saugèr, walleye and northern pike. No spec-

ies have been extirpated from Lake Winnipeg but lake s!ur-
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geon havè been reduced !o an incidental catch in the commer-

cial fishery. Lake trout occasionally have been caughÈ in

the commercial fishery but they have not been recorded since

1976. Lake Winnipeg has not received the same number of

introduced species as has Lake Erie. Common carp and white

bass appeared in the lake in about 1938 and 1963 respective-

ly (Scott and crossman 1979), followed by black crappie

(Pomoxis niqromaculatus) (n. stewart, U. of Manitoba, pers.

comm.), and now rainbow smelt in 1990 (Campbell et aI.
1991). Carp, black crappie and rainbow smelt function as

lower- or mid-trophic species, while white bass tend to be a

pi sc ivore.

the principal piscivorous fishes in Lake winnipeg are

walleye and sauger, and more recently the white bass. Rain-

bow smelt probably will be preyed upon to some degree by all

three species. Smel! probably wiII not utilize the south

basin of the lake to the same degree as the north basin due

to higher summer water temperatures. WaIleye and sauger

populations favour the bottom in shaIlow, turbid lakes

(Scott and Crossman 1979). Smelt 1ikely wiII favour bottom

!¡aters, precluding the presence of any bo!tom currentsr and

therefore probably wilL overlap spatially !¡ith waLleye and

sauger. White bass are epipelagic, with Iess potential for

spatial overlap with smelt, at Least in summer ' Àdditional-

Iy, white bass presently are more abundant in the south

basin and channel areas (Kristofferson 1985), so spatial

overÌap within the lake may be reduced.
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The potential for increased mercury levels in the flesh

of walleye and sauger as they switch to a diet of smelt may

become an issue of concern. Fish found to contain mercury

levels in excess of 0.5 ppm in their flesh cannot be sold in

Canadian markets, and if mercury levels exceed 1.0 ppm, fish

cannot be exported to U'S. markets (M. Hendzel' Department

of Fisheries and Oceans r pers. comm.). Fish containing mer-

cury levels in excess of 1.5 ppm in their flesh should not

be consumed (oME/oMNR 1990).

The Lake winnipeg commercial fishery was closed during

1970 and 1971 due to high mercury levels in the flesh of

walleye and sauger (Lysack 1986a). Monitoring of the com-

mercial catch has revealed that mercury levels currently are

Iow (t¿, HendzeI, Department of Fisheries and Oceans, pers'

comm.). Figure 9 presents the relationship between mercury

level and weight of walleye caught in the Lake Winnipeg com-

mercial fishery. This relationship was found to be slabis-

tically significant (p<0.0001), with an t2 of 0.79.

Inserting a value of Y = 0.5 into the regression equalion

yields an X value of 2.48' The average r+alleye from the

Lake Winnipeg commercial fishery does not contain 0'5 ppm of

mercury until it reaches a weight of 2.48 k9. Lysack

(1986a) found the mean weight of walleye harvested from the

Lake Winnipeg commercial fishery in 1983 to be 1.107 kg from

the north basin, 0.746 kg from the channel, and 0.731 kg

from the south basin. Substituting these values into the



FIGURE 9. THE RELÀTIONSHIP BETWEEN MERCURY LEVEL
WEIGHT (KG), FOR WÀLLEYE (N=55) CAUGHT
WINNIPEG COMMERCIÀL FISHERY 1 980-1 990.
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regression equation yields mercury values of 0.22, 0.15 and

0.14 ppm for north basin, channel and south basin walleye

respectively. Mercury levels are currently very low in the

walleye caught in the Lake winnipeg commercial fishery. The

relationship bet!¡een mercury and length of ltaIleye caught in

the Lake Winnipeg commercial fishery had a Lower r2 value

than that of mercury and weight, therefore it was not used.

The relationship betlteen mercury and weight or length of

sauger was not signi f icant.

The relationship between a diet of smelt and increased

mercury levels in walleye has not been observed to the sane

degree as in lake trout. Mathers and Johansen (1985) found

higher levels of mercury in walleye than pike, which they

attributed to a higher frequency of occurrence of smelt in

walleye stomachs, Figure 10 presents the relationship

between walleye Iength and cumulative frequency of Iakes

where walleye mercury levels are above certain values, in

Iakes with, and without sme1t. This figure illustrates that

walleye reach a particular concentration of mercury contami-

nation in a greater proportion of fakes with smelt ' than in

those v¡ithout, for virtually any length interval of walleye

at mercury concentrations of 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 ppm' This is

sinilar to the relaLionship presented earlier between smelt

and mercury leve1s in lake trout.

Figure 10 does not indicate that walleye from any one

Iake with smell will have higher mercury Levels than in any
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othersise cornparable lake without smeft. It is included in

the discussion of elevated mercury levels as one more piece

of evidence to support the position that there is a overall

rela!ionship between presence of smelt and increased mercury

leve1s in waIleye. Rasmussen et al. (1990) showed that each

additional lrophic 1evel contributed a 3.5 fold biomagnifi-

cation factor to organic contaminant concentrations in Iake

trout, bu! their results may not be directly transferable to

heavy metal contaminants. The principle, however, remains

the same; species introductions that lengthen food chains

increase contaminant Ievels in top predators.

Rainbol¡ smelt are opportunistic feeders in most water

bodies. Larger forms of zooplankton appear to be favoured

among adult and yearling smelt in a number of lakes, includ-

ing Lake Erie (Henderson and Nepszy 1989). A reduction in

the abundance of large-bodied copepods and cladocerans fol-

lowing the introduction of smelt' resulting in a restructur-

ing of the zooplankton and phytoplankton communities has

been observed in at least tvio lakes (Reif and Tappa 1956t

Siegfried 1987). Young-of-the-year emerald shiner, lake

herring, lake whitefish, walleye and sauger in most Iakes

consume zooplankton during the first six weeks of their

lives (Scott and crossman 1979). Rainbow smelt therefore

have the potential to compete for food resources v¡ith larval

forms of all of these species. The latter three species

migrate to the bottom and utiLize different food resources

:=%
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after about six weeks, but smelt may compete for food

resources with the former two species throughout their juve-

nile and adult Iives,

The importance of lake herring and emerald shiners in the

diet of Lake Winnipeg walleye is illustrated by the fact

that 399 of 507 walleye stomachs wilh identifiable non-smelt

remains contained Iake herring and/or shiners (Notropis

sp. ) . WaIleye feed opportunistically, selecting abundant,

vulnerable prey (Parsons 1971, wagner 1972, Knight et a1.

1984), and therefore smelt may be expected to form an alter-
nate source of prey.

Because lake whitefish YOY become demersal at about six

weeks and switch to a bent.hic diet, competition between

smelt and whitefish for food does not appear to be a sound

explanation for whitefish declines in other lakes. Overlap

of spatial resources resul-tin9 in displacement of whitefish

by the more abundant smelt was hypothesized as the explana-

tion for recruitment failure of whitefish in Lake Simcoe

(Evans and waring 1987). In unstratified Lake Winnipeg,

compeLi!ion for spatial resources between smelt and whitef-

ish also rnay be expected.

The reduction or elimination of lake herring and lake

whitefish stocks have been observed frequently in Ontario

Iakes colonized by rainbow smelt. Fish communities have

reacted in different !¡ays to the introduction of smelt.
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Lake herring and lake rchilef ish populations l¡ere nearly

elirninated from Lake Erie due to both eutrophication and

exploitation (Hartmân 1972). Now, in the presence of a sub-

stantial population of rainbow smelt, lake whitefish numbers

appear to be gradually increasing, but no such trend is
apparent j.n lake herring. In Lake Simcoe, lake herring

appear to have been unaffected by lhe invasion of rainbow

smelt, whiLe lake whitefish have reportedly suffered a near

total collapse of the naturat population (Evans and Waring

1987 ) .

Predation of IarvaI lake herring and lake whitefish was

not viewed to be an imporlant mechanism of population

decline in Lake Simcoe (Evans and glaring 1987), while in

nearby Tr,¡elve-Mile Lake smelt predation on coregonid larvae

was found to produce total recruitment failure in lake whi-

tefish and greatty reduced survíval in lake herring (Loftus

and Hulsman 1986). In unstratified Lake Winnipeg, there may

be more spatial overlap betvreen YOY coregonids and adult

smelt, resulting in increased potential for predation by

smeIt.

Loch et a1. (1979) considered the combined potential

effects of rainbow smeLt, gizzard shad and Utah chub (cila

atraria) on the Lake Winnipeg fish resources and predicted a

50 and 5% reduction in the lake whitefish populations of the

north and south basins respectively, a 75 and 5% reduction

in the lake herring populations of the north and south
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basins, and an overall 50% reduction in walfeye and sauger

populations of both basins as the most Iikely scenario.

Upper and lor¡er estimates of population reduction r¡ere also

provided. Given the preceding accounÈ of the variability of

coregonid declines following smelt introduction, I think it

is unrealistic to attenpt to quantify population declines.

I feel confident in predieting that rainbow smelt wiIl suc-

cessfully colonize Lake Winnipeg, given the success of smelt

in colonizing other sub-optimal habitats. How stable smelt

populations wilt be, given the nature of some of Lake Winni-

pegts morpho-edaphic parameters, is difficult !o predict. I

concur with Loch et aL. (1979) in considering a range of

possibilities so as to be ready for any potential scenario.

4.2.2.2 Corunercial F i shery

Lake Winnipeg supports a large commercial gillnet fishery

aimed primarily at walleye' sauger and Lake whitefish. Wa1-

leye and sauger are harvested primarily in the south basin,

while lake whitefish are harvested predominantly from the

north basin (Kristofferson 1985). Annual yields of these

species increased from the fishery's inception during the

latter part of the nineteenth century until the 1950s and

declined irregularly fron 1950 to 1970, aE which time the

fishery was closed for eighLeen months due to mercury con-

taminat i on (Lysack 1985a).
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Figure 11 presents the harvest of major quota species

from the Lake Winnipeg commercial fishery from 1931 to 1987'

Since the early 1970s catches of all three target species,

walleye, sauger and whitefish, have fluctuated betr¡een l and

2 million kg annually each, with the total catch gradually

increasing to about 6 milIi.on kg. These three species have

generally constituted about 90% of the catch by weight dur-

ing this period. The value of the catch has fairly steadily

increased from $5.8 million in 1978-79 to $15.5 million in

1987-88 (ManÐNR 1990). Walleye are the most valuable of the

three target species, with summer 1990 prices to fishermen

of $1.98/kg, followed by sauger a¡ $1.54/kg and whitefish at

$1 ,19/ks (FFMC 1990).

Evans and Waring (1987) found that coincident with the

decline of Iake whitefish and increase of rainbor¡ smelt in

Lake Simcoe has been a subsLantial increase in the angler

catches of yellow perch, paralleling that of rainbor'¡ sme1t.

whether the increase was due to reduced competition from

Iake whitefish, or a shift in competitive advantage in the

presence of an external factor such as rainbow smell could

not be determined (Evans and waring 1987). The initial dom-

inance attained by yeltow perch in the Lake Erie commerc ial

fishery also paralleled the increase in the rainbow smeLt

population, and came at a time !¡hen coregonid stocks were

very low.
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If coregonid stocks decline in Lake winnipeg in the pres-

ence of rainbor,¡ smeIt, catches of yellow perch may increase

similar to the situations in lakes Simcoe and Erie. Com-

pounding this scenario, however, is the fact that increasing

populations of perch in lakes Erie and Simcoe faced contem-

porary low and ninimal populations, respectively, of pisci-

vorous percids. This is not the current siluation in Lake

Winnipeg. The importance of ye1low perch in the Lake Winni-

peg commercial- fishery has gradually increased over time,

with the 1988-89 harvest accounting for 2% of the total

catch by weight (DFO 1990a). The value of perch to fisher-

men is currently equal !o that of walleye (FFMC 1990), mak-

ing it a desired species.

Indicators shor,r that the Lake winnipeg commercial fish-

ery, and the fish stocks on which it is based remain in re1-

atively good shape. Catches continue to be fairly constant

from year to year at about 85% of. the 6.4 million kg quota

set for the three target species (K. Campbell, Manitoba

Ðepartment of Natural Resources, pers. comm.). However 
'

Lysack (1986a) contends that rates of commercial exploita-

tion of Lake Winnipeg's percid stocks are above the long-

term sustainable yield of the lake. Long-term (1970-1986)

increasing CPUE values in the lov¡er Red River and south

basin of Lake Winnipeg bait fishery suggest greater densi-

ties of forage fishes in the area, which may be due to

decreased predalion (lysack 1987J. The present density of
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piscivores in Lake Winnipeg becomes important when consider-

ing the potential invasion by rainbow smelt. It was shown

that periods of rapid colonization by rainbow smelt coincid-

ed with reductions in predator density in several of the

Great Lakes.

Ðepending upon the size that the rainbow smelt population

assumes, and its attendant effect on the three principal

species, the commercial fishery may be significantly affect-

ed, Some potential exists for the commercial exploitation

of rainbow smelt in Lake Winnipeg, but this of course

depends upon the poputation size they attain and its stabil-

ity. In Lake Erie trawling !¡as found to be the most econom-

ical method of exploitation. Physically, trawling may weII

be feasible in Lake Winnipeg' As previously described, over

?0% of. the lake's bottom is composed of silty-clays or clay-

ey-silts with very few reefs or glaciaI erratics. Bathyme-

tric maps reveal that much of the north basin and the cen-

tral portion of the south basin is of uniform depth.

Kristofferson (1985) has employed trawls successfully on an

experimentaL basis. Exploratory work using commercial gear

in Lake Erie was found Èo function and catch effectively to

a minimum !¡ater depth of 4 m (Sand and Gordon 1960), sug-

gesting that Lake Winnipeg would not be too shallow for com-

merc iaI trawling.

The trawling season in Lake Erie's eastern basin extends

from Iate March to Ðecember (Van west 1983). The open Hater
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season is much shorter in Lake Winnipeg, Iirniting the dura-

tion of trawling and perhaps affecting its econornic viabili-

ty. The vessels used in the north basin whitefish fishery

shouLd be suitable for trawling, with a reduction in Lake

Erie smelt quotas and no apparent reduction in demand, it

appears there is contemporary market demand for another

smelt producer, particularly for Àmerican markets (N. Plumb,

omstead Foods, pers. comm.). À high quality, consistent and

small product is reguired for Japanese and American markets,

as smaller freshnater smelt are favoured over Iarger marine

varieties (R. toblaw, ontario Ministry of Natural Resources,

pers. comm.). ALthough current market demand appears high,

distance from, and access to North Àmerican markets may fur-

ther Iimit the economic potential of a Lake Winnipeg smelt

f i she ry .

As previously mentioned, it is difficult and perhaps

unrealistic to predict quantitative values of changes in

existing fish sbocks following colonization by smelt. The

unpredictability of the success of smelt given the sub-opti-

mal habitat offered by Lake winnipeg again must be stressed.

Hor,¡ever, in order to dèmonstrate the economic impact of col-

onization of Lake Winnipeg by snelt on commercial fishermen,

it is beneficial to create a range of hypothetical scenar-

ios. The scenarios created are loosely based on the Lake

Erie commercial f ishery.
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Table 7 presents the present value of the Lake winnipeg

Iake vrhitef ish and rainbow smelt harvest, pre- and post-

rainbow smelt over a twent.y year period for a range of sce-

narios. Detailed calculations are presented in Àppendix 3.

Lake whitefish harvest (5 year running average) declined an

average of. 2?.7% annually from 1949-1969 in the Canadian

waters of Lake Erie (Baldwin et aI . 1979). Values of annual

vhitefish decline used for Lake Winnipeg vtere 5, 10 and 20%.

whitefish decline is not expected to be as rapid as that of

Lake Erie due to the absence of cultural eutrophication as a

contributing factor in Lake Erie.

Rainbow smelt catches were first recorded in 1952, hat-

vests (5 year running average) increased an average of. 24.7%

annually from 1955-1964, and then remained relatively con-

stant for the next five years (saldwin et aI. 1979). Values

of smelt increase used were 10,20 and 40%. The doubling of

corresponding smelt increases conpared to t{hitef ish declines

is explained by a projected decline in Iake herring biomass

equal to that of lake whitefish. Discount rates used were 5

anð 1O%. The model only takes into account the present va1-

ue of whitefish and smelt harvest pre- and post-smelt. It

does not look at changes in the value of percid catches' nor

does it consider the capital cost required to convert to

trawling.

Replacemen! of lake whitefish by rainbow smelt causes

some loss to commercial fishermen under every scenârio con-



TÀBLE ?. PRESENT VÀLUE OF LÀKE WINNIPEG LÀKE T¡HITEFISH ÀND RÀ1NBOH SIIBLT

----liiYlll:-li1--ÌI3-1911-li1Il9I-T1!l:-9I11-1-T:IT-Ïi:-Ti193--------
¿ PRESENT VÀLUE E PRESENT VÀLUE DITFERENCE IN

¿ pRESENT vÀLUg ¿ PRESEùÎ VÀLUE IiHITEFISH ÀND SMELT WTIITEFISH HÀRVEST PRES8NT VÀLUE PRE-

::::1119---:1ï::l:l-:v:::---:Y::l-1iiÏ::-----11Y::l----------------:T-:Y:-":--------------1I3-19!l-lI: ::--------

1 $16,145,753 $983,?31 $17,129,494 $23,s65,891 -ç6'437 '397

2 î12,252,614 S551,034 S12,803,648 $16,554'409 -$3'850'761

3 $11,772,886 $1,874,199 $13,647,08s $23's65,891 -$9'919'806

4 $9,485,917 $994,547 $10'480'464 $16,554,409 -$6'173'94s

s $7,388,816 $5,812,567 $14,201,383 $23,566,891 -$9'36s'508

6 $6,410,8s0 $3,377,229 $9,788'079 $15,654,409 -$6'856'330

ASSI]MPTIONS OF SCENÀRIOS:

1 _ 5% REDUCTION IN ÀNNUÀL IIHIÎEFISH HÀRVEST FROM YBÀR
ÀND S DISCOUNT RÀTE.

2 - 5?-, 1OZ ÀND 102.
3 - 1Oz, 20% ÀND 5%,
4 - 10I",20% AND r0z.
5 - 2O%, 40X ÀND 5:ã.
6 - 20%, 40l¿ ÀND 10u.

CÀLCULÀTIONS ÀRE SHOWN IN ÀPPENDIX 3.

I _ 20, lOX INCREÀSE IN SMELT HÀRVEST FROM YEÀR 6 _15'
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sidered. The loss ranges from $3.9 million to $9.9 million

over a t\,¡enty year period. Calculated on a yearly basis,

this translates to an annual loss to commercial fishermen

ranging fron gl92,500 to $496,000. In 1991, the Lake Winni-

peg commercial fishery lost 950,000-$80,000 of the annual

freight subsidy paid out to commercial fishermen primarily

to maintain the viability of the whitefish fishery (lt. Camp-

bel1, Manitoba Department of Natural Resources r pers.

comm.). Loss of this portion of the freight subsidy has

some whitefish fishermen contemplating leaving the fishery
(K. CampbeIl, Manitoba Department of NaLuraI Resources,

pers. comm.). Potential losses due to replacement of whi-

tefish by rainbow smelt are larger than those of the reduc-

tion in freight subsidy alLowance, and therefore may have

greater ramif ications.

4.2.2.3 Sport Fishery

Lake winnipeg at presen! does not support a very substan-

tial sport fishery. The site of one of the greatest concen-

trations of angLer activity in the province, however, is the

Iower Red River (Lysack 1986b). Detailed stock analysis

using morphomebrics or electrophoresis have not been con-

ducted on walleye or sauger stocks using the lower Red Rivér

to unequivocally deLermine if they originate from Lake Win-

nipeg. Biological characteristics (age-specific mean

lengths and weights) of walleye and sauger stocks in the
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lower Red River were found to be very similar to those of

southern Lake winnipeg. Lysack (1986b), therefore postulat-

ed that Red River walleye and sauger stocks were not dis-

crete, and originate from Lake Winnipeg' Tagging studies

also have shown that walleye and sauger from Lake Winnipeg

move into the lower Red River (J. o'connor' Manitoba Depart-

ment of Natural Resources, pers. comm.). Given the homoge-

neity of the percid stocks, the lower Red River sport fish-

ery thus can be considered a Lake Winnipeg fishery.

Àn91ing effort expended at Lockport, Selkirk and Netley

Creek during the 1982-83 angling season was estimaled at

336,626 angler-hours (Lysack 1986b)' Ànglers removed a

total of 112,445 kg of fish during the 1982-83 season, with

roughly 10% of. the harvest being walleye and 20% being sau-

ger (Lysack 1986b). More recent surveys of this fishery are

not available, however, given the increased demand on sport

fishing resources projected by Green and Derksen (1984)' the

current effort and harvest would be expected to be higher.

Quantitative information for other Lake Winnipeg sport fish-

eries is generally no! available, but important fisheries

exist at the mouths of the Winnipeg, Fairford, oauphin and

Saskatchewan rivers, and effort and harvest estimates for

the rest of the lake are thought to be about equal to that

of the lower Red River (D. Fitzjohn, Manitoba Ðepartment of

Natural Resources, pers. comm. ) .
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The potential effects of rainbow smelt on the percid

sports fishery range from recruitment declines in walleye

and sauger populations and elevated mercury leve1s of the

catch on the nega!ive side, to increased growth rates and

stronger year-classes on the positíve side, with no apparent

effect somewhere in between. The specific effects will

depend primarily upon the extent. to which smelt are able to
colonize Lake winnipeg and, as mentioned, this is difficult
to predict.

Rainbow smelt may become a significant sport fishery

resource of their own. Smelt are angled in winter hook-and-

line fisheries in many Iakes, including lakes Erie and Sim-

coe. This may not occur in the Lake Winnipeg area. Smelt

are not likely to move upstream on the Red River and enter

the winter angling fishery there. Sport smelt harvests

probably wiIl occur during spawning. As mentioned previous-

ly, there appears to be nothing precluding smelt in Lake

Winnipeg from stream spawning, and shore spawning is antici-
pated.

The total value of the 1988-89 Lake Winnipeg commercial

fishery including processing has been calculated to be $34.3

million (Scaife 1990). The lotal value of sport fishing on

the Red River has been calculated at approximately $7.4 miI-

Iion using the value-added method and information from the

1985 Sport Fishing Survey (Scaife 1990), If ir is assumed

that the value of the Red River sport fishery in relation to
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the entire Lake winnipeg sport fishery is the same propor-

tion as that of effort (about 50%), then the total value of

the Lake Winnipeg sport fishery approaches $15 miIlion.

Under any of the scenarios presented in Table 7, the val-

ue of the commercial harvest drops with replacement of whi-

tefish by smelt. À reduction in the size of whitefish

stocks would require a reduction in the level of exploita-
tion. This may encourage individual commercial fishermen to

leave the industry.

I n lhe Àmerican r,raters of Lake Er ie, there has been a

gradual decline in the size of the commercial fishery. Only

Ontario reopened their commercial fishery for walleye fol-

Iowing the two-year moratorium on commercial and sport har-

ves! of Lake Erie walleye in 1970 (ttatch et aI. 1987). The

harvest of walleye became restricted to angling in Michigan

and Ohio. Subsequently, gillnet fishing righLs for yeIIow

perch and white bass in Ohio waters of Lake Erie aLso have

been purchased by the Ohio Department of Natural Resources

and converted to angling quotas (Hushak et a1. 1986). Com-

mercial fishing in Ohio is now restricted to species not

desi red by sport fishermen.

À major charter boat industry has developed in Ohio

around the expanding walleye population in the western basin

of Lake Erie. The number of Iicenced charter caplains

increased from 34 ín 1974 to about 700 by 1984 (Hushak et
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al. 1986). creater political pressure generated by sport

anglers as compared to commercial f ishernen is prirnarily

responsible for this. Àt the same time, it has been shown

that summer sportfishing for walleye in Ohio's portion of

Lake Erie generates larger economic impact relative to that

generated by the commercial fishery (uushak et al. 1986).

The same study cautions that sportfishing may not hold an

economic advantage over the commercial fishery for species

for vhich prime angling season occurs in spring or falI.

À smelt-induced reduction of l¡hitef ish stocks causing

commercial f ishermen to leave the indushry, combined with

lhe ever-increasing demand for recreational fishing opportu-

niLies by resident and non-resident anglers (Green and Derk-

sen 1984), may result in a future re-allocation of walleye

and sauger quotas from commercial to sport fishermen.

Presently, valuation of Lake winnipeg's fisheries has shown

the sport fishery to be worth less than half that of the

commercial fishery on an annual basis (Scaife 1990). Hor¡-

ever, input/output analysis has shown the Lake Erie summer

walleye fishery to be a rnore efficient revenue-generator

(Hushak et a1 . 1986 ) .

4.2.2.4 Subsistence Fi shery

A survey of subsistence use of country foods by aborigi-

naI Manitobans found average consumption of fish for three

Lake Winnipeg bands to be about 50 kg annually per house-
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hold, with an average household population of five people

(wagner 1986). If this Ievel of consumption is indicative

of the subsisÈence harvest around the entire lake, then the

overaLl harvest is relatively smaII r but not insignificant

to the individual resource user. Of the 115 households sur-

veyed in the three reserves, 76% consumed walleye, 50% con-

sumed lake whitefish, 38% consumed northern pike and '1 9%

consumed sauger (wagner 1986 ) .

the principal species in the subsistence harvest may all

become affected in some manner, depending upon how success-

fully rainbow smelt colonize Lake winnipeg. Mercury levels

in the flesh of walleye and sauger may increase, and catches

of lake whitefish and lake herring may be reduced. Rainbow

snelt may be difficult to exploit using traditional subsis-

tence gear, except during spawning. Overall Iake biomass

has remained fairly constanl in lakes Erie and Simcoe,

although species compositions changed following the intro-

ductions of species. wagner (1986) lists the consumption of

twelve species by at least some residents of the three com-

munities in Lake Winnipeg. The quality of the subsistence

fishery may be reduced following the colonization of Lake

winnipeg by smelt, however, the harvested biomass may not be

affected as other species are available.
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4,3 MÀNÀGEMENT STRÀTEGIES

4.3.1 General Review of Existinq Techníoues

4.3.1.1 Introduced Species

Programs designed to combat the threa! of introduced

species generally can be grouped into three categories:

prevention, assessment and management (Shafland 1986). Pre-

venbion includes enforcement, resource-user education, and

when possible, elimination of localized populations of the

introduced species. Àssessment is accomplished primarily

through an active research program. The existing management

practices for dealing with introduced species, such as sport

and commercial fisheries and the introduction of predators 
'

generally have been adapted from those developed for native

species, If a sport or commercial fishery for an introduced

species is seen to have beneficial effects it may serve to

encourage illegal introductions into areas were bhey do not

presently occur. The inLroduction of an exotic predator to

control a previously introduced exotic species manifests

opposing viewpoints. It has been shown, however ' that on

occasion, control of overly successful exotic species may

require introduction of another exo!ic species when native

species are unable to control them (shafland 1986). The

general philosophy behind the management of inbroduced spec-

ies is to minimize the detrimental impacts while maximizing

any intended or fortuitously beneficial attribute (shafland

1986).
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4.3.1.2 Forage Fish Manågernent

Forage fish management has progressed from forage fish

control to utilization of forage species. Management of

forage fishes has included direct control of forage popula-

tions with toxicants, mechanical control such as seining,

drawdown of water leveLs to increase forage availability,

supplemental stocking and diversification of predators, and

predator harvest regulations (Nob1e 1981), Àfter careful

analysis of fish populations in individual waters, the regu-

Iation of predator size limits can be used to affect the

population structure of both predators and their prey. Min-

imum size limits adjust size structure of predalor popula-

tions downward, thus favouring predation of sma1l forage

fishes (Nob1e 1981). SIot-sizes (proEected size range) work

to adjust the size composition of predators by reducing the

number of smal1 predators, protecting moderate-sized preda-

tors, and thereby shifting predation pressure from small

forage to intermediate forage (Anderson and weithman 1978).

Anderson and weithman (1978) discussed the successful

increase of largemouth bass size using a protected slot size

in a largemouth bass/bluegi11 (Lepomus macrochirus) communi-

LY.

4.3.1.3 Managenent of the Rainbow snelt

The lack of delailed management strategies for dealing

with rainbow smelt has been a common theme in the literature
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and in the solicited provincial and state fishery informa-

tion received. The lack of a nanagement program in a state

such as Michigan (w.c. l,atta, Michigan rnstitute for Fisher-

ies Research, pers. comm.), which borders on four of the

five Great Lakes points to the scarcity of information

available. Agencies in 5 provinces (83%)' and 13 states
(72%), replied Lo my requests for information' but only the

states of Maine and New Hampshire had detailed management

programs (l¡aine having separate anadromous and freshwater

management plans). Even in Maine, however, where work has

been going on for many years, it was noted that the erratic

nature of fluctuating smelt populations has remained a per-

ennial problem for fishery managers.

The general acceptability of rainbow smelt as a forage

species has been commented on by sorne authors. Kircheis and

Stanley (1981) state that the extreme fluctuations in the

abundance of smelt Iimit their reliability as a primary for-

age species. The apparent decline of rainbow smelt in Lake

Ontario due to rapidly increasing densities of salmonids'

and their fluctuating abundance, has brought into question

their reliabiLity as a forage base for a multi-mi1lion dol-

Lar salmonid fishery. The re-introduction of one of the

extirpated deepwater coregonids has been suggested as a pre-

cautionary measure (christie et aI. 1987). Similarly, il

has been recommended that an additional coldwater forage

species be introduced into Lake Oahe, South Dakota' to
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diversify the forage base and thus minimize the impacts of a

fluctuating rainbow smelt population on salmonids (Stone and

Nealson 1990).

Sport and commercial fisheries, and the introduction of

predators have previously been mentioned as common tech-

niques for managing rainbow smelt populations. Sport and

commercial fisheries have been discussed in detail, and wiIl

only be touched upon here briefly. Rainbow smelt are con-

sidered one of the most important freshwater species in

Maine and New Hampshire (Jordan 1986, NHFGD). Freshwater

smelt generally are managed as salmonid forage in Net¡ Hamp-

shire, while anadromous smelt are taken in sport and commer-

cial fisheries. In Maine' freshwater smel-t are managed as

salmonid forage, for dipnet fisheries, hook and Iine fisher-

ies and commercial bait fisheries. The allocation priority

is salmonid forage, recreational fisheries and commercial

bait fisheries (Jordan 1986) '

The usual conflicts over use of the resource betgeen rec-

reational and commercial fishermen have developed. In

Maine, it has been deterrnined thal singl-e-use lakes are

probably the best management sLrategy (Jordan 1986)' Har-

vest of spawning smelt is not permitted in designated lake

trout or other salmonid lakes in both Maine and New Hamp-

shire (Jordan 1986, NHFGD). Streams are closed to fishing

to protect the spawning stock, but also to prevent distur-

bance of the eggs, habitat degradation and vandalism. Limi-
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tations to control the nurnber of smelters using the Lake

Erie waters of Point Pelee National Park on a nightly basis

have been in place since 1974 (Sztramko 1984). Reducing the

congestion of smeltersr rather than limiting the harvest

appears to be the primary objective behind this management

r egula t ion.

The introduction of smelt eggs into other bodies of water

to supplement or establish new popuLations has been experi-

mented v¡ith for some time in New England (ttircheis and Stan-

ley 1981). An experimental racevay was developed on a pro-

ductive smelt spa!¡ning stream in New Hampshire '

Burlap-covered spawning trays were used !o collect the eggs'

lrhen the density of smelt was found to be low in the parent

system, the eggs were left to hatch in-situ' when smelt

densities were high, the eggs could be hransferred to other

water bodies' Presently, attempts are underway to develop

the culture of rainbow smelt in Maine fish hatcheries (Jor-

dan 1986). Àttempts to regulate abundance by stocking Èo

suppJ.ement the natural population, restricting fishing dur-

ing low abundance, and killing eggs with chemicals during

high abundance were successful in guabbin Reservoir, Mass' 
'

but such practices were not considered effective as long-

range planning tools because the extremes in population

could not be recognized until after they occurred (nridges

and Hambly 1971).

t
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The effective management of rainbow smelt as a forage

fish reguires the ability to recognize population fluctua-

tions beforè predator gro!¡th is affected. At present it is

difficult enough Lo indicate current. population numbers, Iet

alone predicted future trends. GilIne! catch per unit of

effort (CPUE) and frequency of occurrence of smelt in waI-

leye stomachs in Lake Nipigon have produced the same trends

(8. Ritchie, ontario Ministry of Natural Resources, pers.

comm. ) , suggesting that indices of abundance can be used to

moni¡or population abundance relative to past years.

Hydroacoustic surveys have been used to estimate rainbow

smelt biomass in Lake Superior (Heist and Swenson 1983), and

in Lake Oahe (Burczynski et al. 1987), The estimate of

smelt abundance in Lake Oahe was necessary to assess the

effect of salmonid predators on the forage base, and aIÌow

fishery nanagers !o predict the standing crop of predators

that the forage base couLd sustain (Stone and Nealson .l 990).

The elimination of a population of rainbor¡ smelt, without

the elimination of all species, has been attempted on at

least one occasion (nridges and Hambly 1971). The first

sLep taken at Quabbin Reservoir, Massachusetts (surface area

= 101 kn2), was to mechanically remove, using seines, as

many spawning adults as possible. Tributaries were then

treated with copper sulfate and in later years with a copper

sulfale - sodium hydroxide mixture to kill lhe eggs' Five

years fater it was found lhat smelt were absent from preda-
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tor stomachs. A combination of control measures, combined

with lake trout predation and lower water levels to reduce

shoal spawning apparently successfully removed smeIt. Upon

removal of smeIt, however, Iake trout growth rates decreased

and smelt were immediately re-introduced, making it impossi-

ble to verify the success of the original eradication pro-

gram (aridges and HamblY 1971J .

Rainbow smelt are not strong swimmers' and their upstream

migrations are Iimited by their inability to ascend rapids

and small falls over 30 cm in height (aaldwin 1948' McKenzie

1964). It has been suggested that this life history trait

could be exploited by building control strucLures vrhich

would limit their dispersal. Smelt dispersed downstream

through control structures in the Missouri River in a matter

of a few years (Mayden et aI . 1987). while control struc-

tures may limit natural upstream movement of smeIt, they

¡lould not precLude movement by people.

4.3.1 .4 Regulations concerning Rainbos Snelt

The regulations that were received and reviewed (Maine

1990, Michigan 1991' Minnesota 1990' North Dakota 1990/91

and Ontario 1991), generally concerned the harvest of fresh-

water rainbow smelt during spawning. The type of gear

allowed varied among the jurisdictions' but consisted of dip

nets, bow nets' small minnow seines, and minnow traps' Dai-

Iy limits ranged from two liters per day in states such as
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Maine which valued the resource more (MDIFw 1990), to no

limit vrhatsoever. Seasons sere either for one or tl¡o months

duration at time of spawning, or they were unspecified.

Smelt taken in the recreational harvest in Minnesota can be

bought or sold at any time (MinnDNR 1990).

The non-commercial capture and use of live rainbow smelt

as bait is legaL in Maine (MDrFw 1990), and Michigan

(MichDNR 1990). The non-commercial capture and use of smelt

as bait in North Dakota is lega)., but it is illegal to use

live smelt for bait or to transport live smelt (NDGFÐ 1990).

The possession of live smelt is i1le9a1 except below Garri-

son dam just outside of Lake Àudubon (NoeFo 1990). Live

smelt may neither be possessed or transported in Minnesota

(t¡innp¡¡n 1990). Minnesota' s regulat ions also carry a erarn-

ing stating:
"Smelt may cause problems to fish management in some
lraters, and to prevent their spread do not deposit
fresh smelt or smelt eggs, or wash buckets used to
haul fresh smelt in Iakes or streams" (MinnDNR 1990).

Minnesota's concern regarding the introduction of smelt into

new bodies of vater appears inconsistent with their policy

of allowing the recreetionaL harvest to be bought and sold.

The Ontario regulations are the most conservative, not

allowing any harvest of rainbow smelt in some areas of

north!¡estern Ontario. They are designed to prevent further

spread of the rainbow smelt. Àn OMNR publication reads as

f oI lows:

"À lolal ban on fishinq for or using live or dead smelt
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as bait in NorthetesLern Ontario is nor¡ in effect. This
is to prevent smelt from becoming established in waters
where lhey presently don't exist. Smelt compete with
native cisco and whitefish, and, when lake trout feed
on them, result in a less desirable tasting trout with
elevateá mercury levels" ( oMNR 1990c).

The Ontario Sport Fishing Regulations Summary states:

"It is ilLegal to possess live or dead snelt for use as
bai! or whíIe sport fishing in Divisions 22r 24, 30 and
31 in Northeestèrn ontarion ( oMNR 1990a).

4.3.2 Manaoement Considerations for Lake gtinnioeo

The majoríty of the techniques described in the last sec-

tion deal with the management of an existing population of

rainbo\,¡ smelt. Rainbow smelt are very early in their colo-

nization of Lake Winnipeg and hence most of those techniques

are no! yeÈ aPPlicable.

The first consideration for take Winnipeg is to determine

how well the smelt population succeeds in the lake' Due to

the value of the Lake l^linnipeg fishery and the potential

effects of smeltr as have been documented, the rainbow smelt

population must be consistently monitored to determine its

success in the take. The potential significance of the

rainbon smelt in Lake Winnipeg simply cannot be ignored'

Whether or no! to manage a particular fish species

depends upon its economical, biological and natural impor-

tance in the fish community, its population condition, and
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the feasibility of management (Jaiyen 1975). The economi-

cal, biological and natural irnportance of any fish species

depends greatly upon its population size. Consequently ' the

first step in a quanhitative assessment of the impact of the

rainbow smelt on Lake Winnipeg's fishery resources is to

monitor accurately the colonization process.

Indices of abundance are techniques used to monitor the

relative strength of a particular stock of fish over time.

Bottom tra!¡Iing for YOY percids is conducted in Lake I'linni-

peg during JuIy and Àugust to measure lhe sLrength of future

year-classes which are recruited into the commercial fishery

a few years Iater (Kristofferson 1985). Bottom trawling for

YoY lake whitefish in the north basin has not been as suc-

cessfuL, so future recruitment is determined using index

gillnet sets (K. CampbelI, Manitoba Department of Natural

Resources, pers' comm. ).

Indices of abundance wiII be the best v¡ay to determine

the relative strength of lhe smelt population ' This infor-

nation, in combination with any trends in the commercially-

harvested species can be used to forecast more accurately

the apparent impact of smelt on native stocks. Any evidence

of population stress over tine among the three major comner-

ciaIly-exploited species as sholtn by biological or effort

indicators, in concert with increased abundance of rainbow

smelt, may lead fishery managers to consider a reduction in

commercial harvest guotas. It may be possible to incorpo-
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rate much of the index monitoring into existing Manitoba

Fi sher ies Branch programs.

Trawling programs carried oul in the north basin probably

would be more beneficial than those in the south basin for

moniloring the colonization of Lake winnipeg by rainbovr

smeJ.t, as smelt are Iikely to be more successful in the

north basin. Bottom lrawling to determine the abundance of

YOY smelt in Lake Erie is conducted yearly, in October. If

trawling in Lake Winnipeg t¡ere conducted later in the year,

YOY lake whitefish might also be vulnerable to capture in

the trawls, given their preference for the bottom later in

lhe summer, Information on the strength of particular year-

classes would be available lvro or three years earlier than

is presently the case.

Other potential indices of abundance which coufd be used

to monitor the strength of smelt stocks include the frequen-

cy of occurrence in walleye stomachs (as has previously been

discussed), and the strength of spawning runs. Adult ¡'¡al-

Ieye stomachs couLd be taken and preserved for later

detailed analysis, in conjunction !¡ith existing index net-

ting programs. van oosten's (1937) figure of five years

from lhe date of first capture in a lake to abundance and/or

the presence of noticeable spawning runs appears to have

remained fairly accurate over time. The first specimens

were taken from Lake Simcoe i'n 1962, and spawning runs were

first observed in 1965. Therefore, readily noticeable
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spawning runs may develop in Lake winnipeg by about 1995.

If and when spawning sites are identified index monitoring

of streams can be carried out.

The invasion of rainbor¡ smelt into Lake Winnipeg presents

a good opportunity to study the potential increase in mercu-

ry accumulation by piscivores as a predator (walleye)

switches from native planktivores (Lake herring and shin-

ers), to smelt, in one body of water. Additional walleye

mercury level data would have to be collected soon, while

the proportion of smelt in the diet of walleye is negligi-

ble,

Management of rainbow smelt population size may be

attempted through the managèment of predators. It has been

suggested that a predator can have a major effect on fish

community sEructure (Christie et aI. 1987, Evans and Waring

1987). walleye feed opportunistically, shifting to vulnera-

ble species when available (Parsons 1971, rãagner 1972,

Knight et aI. 1984), Hos¡ever, walleye also have been shown

to feed setectively by species, and size, the latter cri-

teria being selected for particularly when the abundance of

forage species is high (nnight et aI. 1984).

Protected slot-sizes have been demonsÈrated to be effec-

tive in the management of predator populations (Anderson and

weithman 1978), but their effectiveness in the management of

prey populations is less conclusive. Even if it could be
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demonstrated that a particular size of walleye or sauger

selected for adult smelt during periods of smelt abundance '

it nay be difficult to effectively institute a protected

slot-Sizeinacommercialfishery.Managementofthepreda-
tor population through the use of protected slot-sizes would

appear to have limited application to the present Lake Win-

nipeg fishery. Regulation of commercial quotas of percid

species may be used to manage predator ' and hence prey' pop-

ulation size.

Changes to the existing Manitoba Fishery Regulations

(1987) should be considered' Section 25(1) states that the

use of previously frozen smelt as bait will be allowed (DFO

1990b)' If spawning stocks become available' smelt undoubt-

edly will be harvested for this and other purposes ' This

creates tv¡o potential problems' First' there is an enforce-

mentprobl'em.Ho$doyoutellrandconsequentlyenforce'
whether or not bait has been frozen previously? Fresh smelt

may or may not be ¡nore altractive bait' but they will be

seen as such by some individuals' Unfrozen fresh smelt are

a potential vehicle for introductions' Secondly ' 
just by

encouraging a fishery the possibility of further introduc-

tions is heightened.

A regulation

vrestern Ontario

ban on fishing

or otherwi se as

similar !o the one put into effect in north-

should be considered at this time' À total

for smell or using any form of smeltt frozen

bait would a! least legalty nullify the
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problems discussed above. This ban should perhaps better be

seen as a moratorium on the use of smelt. It probably is

best to be conservative at this time, until the potential of

smelt in Lake Winnipeg is known. If large accessible spawn-

ing populations develop, smelt wiII become an attractive

resource. As previously documented' the sport harvest of

smelt can produce significant, seasonal locaI economic ben-

efit. Subsistence fisheries for smelt which develop at

spawning sites may offset some of the losses due to

decreased lake whitefish and lake herring harvest. If Iarge

harvestable open v¡ater populations of smelt develop at the

expense of lake whitefish, commercial exploitation of smelt

may be considered. The commercial harves! of lower-valued

smelt may offer an alternative income for commercial fisher-

men who may be displaced from the whitefish fishery.

If successful sport or commercial smelt fisheries are

developed, and are seen to be beneficial by some people 
'

then there is the potential for future unauthorized intro-

ductions aimed at duplicating these benefits in other Iakes.

The only Manitoba body of water from which rainbow smelt

presentLy are known is Lake winnipeg. Smelt have shown up

in Lake winnipeg much earlier than generally was anticipat-

ed. The occurrence of at least three discrete popula!ions

in the English River system, and at least six discrete popu-

lations in the Rainy River system of the Winnipeg River

drainage basin attest to the role of introduc!ions as a
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means of dispersal of the rainbow smelt. once established

in Lake Winnipeg, the introduction into other suitable water

bodies becomes a distinct possibility.

PubIic education probably is one of the best tools avail-

able to minimize unauthorized introductions. À notice con-

cerning smett which appears in the 1991 t'tanitoba Sport Fish-

ing Guide (ManDNR 1991), is included as Àppendix 4' this is

the type of message which has to reach the public ' particu-

larly the angling public. It is the angling public who are

responsible for a great nany of the unauthorized introduc-

tions of exotic species bhroughout North Àmerica (Shafland

1986). Educating the publ,ic as to the potential danger of

introducing non-native species into water bodies with estab-

Iished fish populations r¡i11 not solve the problem' but may

lessen the likelihood of future unauthorized introductions.
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Chapter v

sItMlfÀRY, CONCT,USTON AND RECOMI.IENDATTONS

SIJMMÀRY

This study examined the present distribution of the rain-

bow smelt in the Winnipeg River drainage basin and the pre-

dicted distribution in Manitoba water bodies, assessed the

potential impact of smelt on the fisheries of Lake Winnipeg'

and recommended management measures based on the findings of

the investigation. This study v¡as undertaken because the

range of the rainbow smel! is expanding, and its interaction

with native species in other bodies of water has generated

concern among Lake Winnipeg's fishery managers and resource

users alike.

It has been demonstrated in this study that rainbow smelt

have become eell established in Winnipeg River drainage

basin waters of northt¡estern ontario. Three specimens col-

Iected from the south basin in 1990' and two more specimens

collected in 1991 , one from each of the channel and north

basin, attest to the presence of rainbow smelt in Lake win-

nipeg. Other Manitoba lakes which rainboÌt smelt are pre-

dicted to coLonize include Lac du ionnet, Big WhitesheIl,

west Ha!¡k, Falcon, Manitoba, Winnipegosis, Clearwater' Cor-

140
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fnorant, Moose, Cedar r Athapapuskow, Seeond cranberry, Reëd'

SpI it and Stephens Lake.

The apparent absence of rainbow smelÈ from surveyed

waters of the Winnipeg River proper r and the upper portion

of the Red River drainage basin suggests direct introduction

into the lower Red River, or Lake Winnipeg itself as the

mechanism of dispersal into Lake winnipeg. However, down-

stream migration from knol¡n Winnipeg River drainage basin

collection sites (>200 km upstream), or headwa!er transfer

into Berens or Bloodvein River systems and subsequent down-

steam dispersal into Lake winnipeg cannot be ruled out

entirely. van Oosten (1937) first suggested that it took

roughly five years from the first capture to abundance and/

or the presence of spasning runs in the Great Lakes, a fig-

ure that has remained reasonably accurate in other lakes'

At that rate, Lake Winnipeg may support an abundant and

readily noticeable spawning population of rainbow smelt by

1995.

It has been shown in the literature cited in this

research that optimal conditions for rainbow smelt are deep'

cool, clear Iakes which thermally stratify in summer (Svtain

1976, Evans and Loftus 1987, NeLlbring 1989). Lake Winnipeg

is a relatively shaIIow, turbid, unstratified Iake, with

late summer water temperatures generally isothermal at 17 -

19oC (Rybicki 1966, Brunskill et al. 1980). These tempera-

tures are about 7oC above those preferred by adult rainbow
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smelt in Lake Erie. Rainbow smelt have been shown to have a

very flexible life history, having colonized a wide range of

lake types in Ontario. Hor.rever, it has been stated in the

literature that smelt populations in warmwater Iakes are

less stable than those in cooler takes (NeIIbring 1989).

Given the plaslicity of rainbow smelt, they are predicted in

this study to colonize Lake Winnipeg. The population, how-

ever, may be subject to large summer mortalities and fluctu-

ating levels of abundance due to habitat conditions that

vary from the optimum.

The literature, as cited in !his research, indicates that

there are two major fish community implications associated

with the invasion of rainbow smelt. The first is the poten-

lial restructuring of fish communities due to recruitment

declines in native species (Evans and Loftus 1987, NeIlbring

1989). The second is potential changes in energy flow and

storage in the fish community due to changes in food web

interactions (Evans and Loftus 1987). if smelt become well

established in Lake winnipeg, these interactions probably

will be manifested primarily in the form of declines in lake

whitefish and lake herring stocks due to predation by, and

competiLion with smelt for food and spatial resources, and

an increase in mercury leve1s in the tlesh of walleye and

sauger as they switch to a diet of smeL!. The magnitude of

these changes, however, are not quantifiable at this time.
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The decline in whitefísh stocks predicted in this study

wiII result in a reduced commercial harvest of whitefish.

This reduction, even if supplemented by harvest of rainbow

smelt probably wiII result in an economic loss to commercial

fishermen because of the price differential betneen whitef-

ish and smelt. A range of hypothetical scenarios created in

this study based on events which transpired in Lake Erie,

examined the changes in the present value of the Lake Winni-

peg lake whitefish and rainbow smelt harvest ' prior to and

after the establishment of rainbov smelt in the lake' These

scenarios showed a loss to commercial fishermen ranging from

93.8 to $9'9 million over a tventy year period' These loss-

es, calculated on an annual basis, are greater than current

losses in annual freight subsidies paid out to maintain the

viability of the north basin whitefish fishery, economic

support fishermen say they cannot do without' These scenar-

ios did not consider the capital cost required to convert to

commercial travrling gear, nor did they look at any changes

in the value of Percid catches.

Lake whitefish and lake herring are not a major component

of the sport harvest and therefore a reduction in these

stocks should not adversely affect the sport fishery' A

reduction in the availability of lake whitefish and lake

herring may necessitate harvest of allernate species by the

subsistence fishery, thereby reducing its quality' This

study has found that the effect of smelt on the commercial 
'
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sport and subsistence harvest of wal-Ieye and sauger stocks

!¡iI1 be determined primarily by the degree of smelt use by

percids as a diet iLem, and the corresponding increase in

walleye and sauger nercury levels'

Some potential may exist for lhe commercial exploitation

of rainbow smelt in Lake Winnipeg. Smè]t are shoHn to be

lower-valued than any of the current target species, and

have not proven to be as economically lucrative in existing

fisheries. However, if whitefish stocks are severely

affected, the commercial harvest of smelt may offer some

alternalive income for commercial fishermen displaced from

the whitefish fishery. Physically' Lake Winnipeg appears to

be suitable for commercial--scale trawling in the open-water

season. The short season compared to thät of Lake Erie, and

distance from markets may further limit the economic poten-

tial of a trawl fishery. A substantial smelt population

would produce the potential for an intensive sport fishery

at accessible spawning sites. Subsistence fisheries for

smelt which develop at spawning sites may offset some of the

Iosses due to decreased lake whitefish and lake herring har-

vest.

Given the importance of the Lake Winnipeg fishery in eco-

nomic and social terms, the potenEial significance of the

rainbow smelt in Lake Winnipeg cannot be ignored' The over-

all objective of management of the rainbow smel-t in Lake

Winnipegshouldbetominimizethedetrimentaleffectswhile
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maximizing any beneficial attributes. The first management

consideration is to determine how çeII rainbow smelt succeed

in Lake winnipeg. Other management strategies recomnended

in this study are designed to reduce the potential for fur-

ther introductions into other bodies of water. These meas-

ures include banning the use of fresh or frozen smelt as

bait, banning any future harvest of smelt un!i1 the success

of smelt in Lake Winnipeg is delermined, and implementing an

extensive public education program, aimed at the angling

public and designed to minimize future introductions into

other water bodies.
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5.2 CONCTUSTON

Rainbow smelt are now resident in Lake Winnipeg and have

been shown to have the potential to significantly alter its

fishery resources in the future' The impact of rainbow

smelt on Lake winnipeg's native species, its existing fish-

ery resource and the potential of rainbow smelt as a

resource obviously depend greatty on the degree of success

they have in colonizing Lake Winnipeg' This wiII be deter-

mined primarily by hov¡ l¡eII rainboç smelt are abl'e to suc-

ceedinthesub_optimathabitatofferedbyLakeWinnipeg'

Literature dealing l¡ith the success of rainbow smelt in

warm, unstratified lakes is inadequate to predict accurately

the suitability of Lake Winnipeg for rainbow smelt' In this

study it is recommended that quantitative data on the

strength of the rainbow smelt population ' and changes in

Iake whitefish and lake herring populations, and in walleye

and sauger mercury 1evels be collected' This information is

integral to the proper management of Lake Winnipeg's chang-

ing fish community and will enable user groups to respond

more proactively to effects that lhe invasion of rainboH

smel! have on existing fishery resources'

.'

3

:.
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5.3 RECOMIIENDÀTIONS

1. Index gillnetting programs for juvenile and adult popu-

Iations of walleye, sauger and lake whitefish should be con-

tinued at the same intensity as present.

2. FaIl index trawling programs should be established in

the north basin to attempt to monitor the abundance of YOY

lake whitefish, and the rale of colonization of the north

basin of Lake Winnipeg by rainbow smelt.

3. Other prograns designed to monitor indices of abundance

of rainbow smelt, such as frequency of occurrence in percid

stomachs, and their yearly abundance in any identified

spawning streams should be established'

4. Mercury levels in walleye and sauger from Lake winnipeg

shouLd be monitored more closely than at present ' !o deter-

mine the effect of smeft on backqround mercury levels.

5. The Lake Winnipeg Advisory Board, in consultation with

representatives of Lake Winnipeg user groups must be kept

informed of quantitative changes in coregonid populations

and in percid mercury l-evels so that user groups are able !o

respond more proactively to rainbow smelt-índuced changes in

the existing fishery resource.

6. À ban on using any type of smelt as bait, including fro-

zen, should be implemented.
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7. Harvest of smelt in Manitoba should be declared illegal

until it is determined how successfully rainbow smelt colo-

nize Lake winnipeg.

8. PubIic education programs, aimed particularly at the

angling public should be expanded and continue to deliver

the message that unauthorized introduction of aquatic spec-

ies pose a very real and tangible Èhreat to Manitoba's natu-

ra1, economic and social fabric.
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ÀPPENDIX 1, À COPY OF THE LETîER SENT IN JULY 1990 ÍO PROVINC¡ÀL ÀND
STATE OFFICIÀLS REOUESTING ¡NFORMATION DEÀLING I,¡I TH THE
MÀNÀCBMENT OF THE RÀ¡NBOW SMELî

Dear si r/Mãdên,

I a¡i a student in the Master of Nalura:, Resource Månagement degree

progran at the University of Manitoba, f.¡innipeg, Cãnada. Às part ot

the degree, i am r¡orking on a practicum entitled "Àn Àssessnent of the

Impacl of lhe Rainbow SmeLt on the Fishèry Resources ot Lake winnipeg,"

From Iie.].dìrork conducted by myself and gthers, raj.nbot snel,t are no{ kno$n

!o be i¡eLL established in severôf areaE of the 9¡innlpeg Ri,ver drainage

basin and can be expected to reach Lake vlinnipeg at some point in time.

The issue at hand !s ehen wil.] ralnboi{ smelt reach Lake wi.nni,pêg and

most importantly, rhat can be done about/r1!h then? Àre there sãys to

keep thê rainboï smel.t out of the provínce or at ieast slgç them dosn?,

or if not, j,n Fhat i,¡ây can the ne$ E:sh comnunity bêst bê manaqed? This

nanôgenent aspect is the primary tocus of my research at thís time, I

have been throuqh the bulk oÉ Èhe relevant primary Iiterature !n f¡y search,

ând am nor¡ hopj.ng to gain access to any Íìanagement in!orÍ,ation deâling eith
the rainbo$ smel.t put out by state and provincial governments. Àny iiter-
ature, regulations, unpublished research or other måteriaL $hich you think

night ald rie j.n deal,lng eith rainboÞ smelt managenent, produced by your

agenct r¡hich couid be sent to me at the above address $ould be appreciated

Yours truiy,
Richard À. Rennant
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DI FF.
IN PV

0
-83361

-154815
-215683
-2671s2
-263279
-296806
-323709
-344152
-360620
-371920
-319201
-382949
-383s9s
-381528
-3656r3
-37 77 07
-376s29
-373807
-369?5s
-364606

LÀKE IIINNIPEG LÀKE Í.¡HITEFISH ÀND RÀINBO}¡ SMELT HÀRVEST,
SMELT, OVER À TTÌENTY YEÀR PBRIOD

Pv oF coN-
¿ OF Lf¡F STÀNT HÀR_
& RS PV VEST LWF

r 750595
1667234
1587842
1512231
1440220
r 371638
1306322
1244116
1184872
1128450
10147 14
1023s37
974-t97
925378
884170
842067
801 968
763779
727 409
69277 0
559781

t7s0s96
rs83873
1433027
1296548
1 173068
'I 108359
't0095 t 6
920407
840120
7 67830
702794
644336
59 r 848
544783
502542
47 6454
424261
247250
353602
323005
29517 5

o 1716270 1750s96 1?50596 0 0 0
1 1630457 1663066 15838?3 0 0 0
2 1548934 1s79913 1433027 0 0 0
3 1471487 1500917 1295548 0 0 0
4 1397913 142s871 11?3068 0 0 0
5 1328017 13s4577 1061347 125000 60000 47012
6 1261616 1286848 920266 137s00 66000 49250
7 1198s35 1222505 868812 151250 72600 s1s95
I r 138608 1 161380 786068 165375 79860 s4052
9 1081678 1103312 711204 183013 87846 56626

10 1027594 1048145 643471 201314 96631 59323
11 976214 995738 s82188 221445 105294 62148
12 927403 945951 526741 243590 116923 65107
13 881033 898554 476s7s 267949 128615 58208
14 836981 853721 431187 294743 141477 71455
15 't95132 834889 401596 324218 155625 74858
16 755375 770483 352967 324218 155625 71294
17 71't606 731958 319351 32421A 155625 67899
18 681726 69s351 28A937 324218 1s562s 64655
19 647640 660s93 261419 324218 1s5625 51586

39-_____!l:3::_ ___"_1',_221_-____!1t?1:____1',_'_',_:1---l:::::----:9:::____

_t__________________________llli:lï_____________________:9:l:1---l
7129494 23566891 -6437397

RÀINBOW SIIELT (RS }

HÀRVEST

ÀPPENDIX 3. PRESENT VÀLUE (PV) OF
PRE_ ÀND POST-RÀINBO}¡

FOR RS = t0.48/KC.
FROM YEÀR 1 _ 20, 10% INCREÀSE IN SMELT

LÀKE H1IITEFISH (LWF )

YEÀR

ASSUMPTIONS;
Lv (LÀNDED VÀLUE) FOR LwF = S1.02IKG, Lv
5% REDUCTION IN ANNUÀI, ÍIHITEFISH HÀRVEST
FROM YEÀR 6 _ 15, ÀND 5l; DISCOUNT RÀTE.



ÀPPENDIX 3 (CONTINUED)

LÀKE IIHITEPISH (Lf.¡F) RÀINBO!¡ SMELT (RS) PV OF CON-

YEÀR KG LV

o 1716270 1750 596
1 16304s7 1553066
2 154A934 1579913
3 1471487 1 50091 7
4 1397913 1425871
5 1328017 13s4577
6 1261616 1286848
7 1 19853s 1222506
I 1r3g50B 1161380
9 1081578 1103312

10 1027594 104814 6
11 976214 995738
12 927403 945951
13 8810 3 3 8986s4
14 835981 853721
15 795132 834889
16 755375 770483
17 717606 731958
18 681726 6953 61
19 647640 550593

1 9 _ - __ __:t :3 : 9_ - - _1?',_211 _ _

T

r 7s0s96
151t878
130571 3
1127 661
973889
841085
726392
627339
541792
467912
404106
349000
301409
260308
224811
199856
167680
144 814
125067
108012
93283

KG

0
0
0
0
0

25000
37500
s12s0
66375
83013
01314
21445
43590
67949
947 43
24218
24218
24218
24218
24218

'-i?:2

ÀssulrPTIoNs:
LV (LÀNDED VÀLUE} FOR LWF = $1.02lKG, LV
5% REDUCTION IN ÀNNUÀL WHITEFISH HÀRVEST
FROM YEÀR 6 - 15, ÀND ',loz DTSCOUNT RÀTE.

¿ OF LWF STÀNT HÀR
LV PV & RS PV VEST LWF

0 0 r 750596 1750595
0 0 151 1878 1591451
0 0 1 305713 '144677 4
0 0 112766't 1315249
0 0 973AA9 1 195681

50000 37255 8?8341 1085982
65000 372ss 763647 988165
72600 37255 664s94 898333
79860 37255 579047 816666
87846 37255 505167 7 42424
96631 37255 4413 61 674931

106294 3-t255 3852s5 513s73
116923 37255 3 38664 s57194
128615 372s5 29't563 50?085
141477 37255 262066 450987
155625 37255 23'l 121 4190'19
155625 31255 201549 380981't55625 37255 175504 346346
155525 37255 153058 314850'155625 37255 133458 286236
'¡ 55625 37255 1 t 641 6 260215

551034 12803648 16654409

FOR RS = $0.48/Kc.
FROM YEÀR 1 - 20, lO INCREÀSE IN SMELT HÀRVEST

_ DI FF.
IN PV

0
-79573

- 141061
-187588
-221792
-208641
-224519
-233739
-237619
-237257
-233570
-22'7 314
-219130
-209s22
-198921
-18r9s8
-179432
-17 0142
-161802
- 152't'7 8
-1437 99

-38s0761



DIFF.
IN PV

0

-1667 24
-301 690
-409815
-495292
-514687
-558351
-587656
-604648
-611066
-608328
-597590
-579771
-555580
-525537
-489993
-483170
-47 4316
-453861
-452170
-4 3 9 ss'l

-9919805

Pv oF coN-
SÎÀNT HÀR.
VEST L¡TF

0 0 17s0595 1750s96
0 0 1500510 1667234
0 0 12861s2 1587842
0 0 1102416 1512231
0 0 944928 1440220

60000 47012 856951 1371638
72000 s372a 747961 1306322
85400 61403 556450 1244115

103680 70175 580224 1184872
124416 80200 517384 1 128450
149299 91657 456385 107 4714
179159 ',l04751 425947 1023537
214991 1 19715 395025 974797
25-t989 135817 372798 928378
309588 156363 358633 Bg4l70
371505 178?00 3520't 4 842067
3?'t505 170r9r 318798 801968
3? 1505 162085 289463 763?79
371505 154368 253548 727 409
371s05 14 7017 240600 692770
3 7150 5 140015 220230 659781

1874199 13647085 23556891

E OF LWF
&RSPV

ÀSST¡MPTIONS:
Lv (LÀNDED VALUE) FoR LI{F = $1.02¿lKG, LV FOR RS = $0.48/KG..IOZ REDUCTION IN ÀNNUÀL HIIITEFTSH HÀRVEST FROM YEAR 1 - 20, 20'í INCREÀSE IN SMELT HÀRVEST

FROM YEÀR 5 - ',15, ÀND 5l DISCOUNT RÀTE.

KG

0
0
0
0
0

5000
0000
0000
6000
9200
1040
3248
7898
7 478
49? 4
3969
3959
3969
3959
3969

ï9:

PV

750596
500510
286152
1 02416
944928
809939
694233
595057
510049
43?184
37 4729
321196
275311
235981
202270
17 337 4
148607
127 37 7
109180

93583

-9931:_

'_'_?222_

25000
50000
80000
16000
59200
1 1040
73248
47898
37 478
449? 4
7 3969
73969
73969
73959
73969

rï9:

12
15
18
21

31
37
44
53
54
77

77
77
77

LÀKE WHITEFISH

ÀPPENDIX 3 (CONTINUED)

.-;

1

1

1

YEÀR KG LV

o 1716270 ',1750596

1 1544643 157553 6
2 1390179 1417983
3 t 251 161 1276184
4 1126045 ',l 148566
5 1013441 1033710
6 912091 930 339
7 820AA7 837 30s
8 738798 7s3s7 4
9 554918 678216

10 598426 61039s
r 1 538583 s49355
12 4AE725 494420
13 436253 44497I
14 392628 400481
15 353365 360432
15 318029 324390
1'ì 286225 29 t 950
18 257603 262755
19 231843 236480

3 9______39 : ! : :_ _ _ _',-!?21? _ _ _

T 11'l



i::tYï_f9l1Tv::l-_______
LÀKE WHITEFISH (LWF} RÀINBOW SUELT (RS} PV OF CON_

0
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9

10
11

13
14
15
16
17
18
19

19
T

171627 0
1544643
r 390179
1251 161
1126045
1 01 3441

912097
820887
7 38798
564 9l I
598426
s38583
484725
436253
392628
3s3355
318029
286226
2s7603
231843
2086s9

750596
575536
417943
27 6184
148555
033?10
930339
83730s
75357 4
678216
610395
549355
494420
44497I
400481
360432
324390
291950
262755
236480
212432

't 750596 0'1432305 0
1171A87 0
9s8816 0
784486 0
541853 125000
525152 1s00 00
429670 180 0 00
351548 2160 00
287530 259200
23s334 311040
192546 373248
157537 447899
128894 537478
105459 644914
8628s 773969
70597 773969
57761 77 3969
47259 773969
38666 773969
31536 773969

Àsst uPTIoNs:
LV (LÀNDED VÀLUE) FOR LWP = $1.02lKG, LV FOR RS = S0.48/KG.
10% REDUCTION IN ÀNNUÀL IIHITEFISH HARVEST FROM YEÀR 1 - 20, 2OU INCREÀSE IN SMELT HÀRVEST
FROM YEÀR 6 - 15, ÀND 1OX DISCOUNT RÀTE.

0
0
0
0
0

60000
72000
86400

103680
124416
149299
17 9159
214991
257949
309588
371505
37 ls0s
371505
371s05
371505
371505

¿ OF LI¡F STÀNT HÀR-
& RS PV VEST LHF

0
0

372s5
40642
44337
48367
527 65
57551
62794
68503
14730
81 524
88935
80850
73500
56818
60744
55222

750595
43230s
171887
958816
784486
679108
565794
474007
399915
34039s
292895
255340
226040
203624
186983
175220
15',t447
1 31 261
11407't
99410
86858

1750596
1s91451
14467 7 4
1315249
1 1 95681
1085982
988155
898333
81 6666
7 42424
674931
613573
557794
507085
460987
419079
380981
346346
314860
286236
260215

DIFF.
IN PV

0
-159146
-2748A7
-3s6433
-411195
-407874
-422372
-424326
- 416't 5'l
-402029
-382035
-3s8233
-331754
-303461
-274004
-243859
-229534
-215085
-200783
-186826
-17335?



APPENDIX 3 (CONI¡NUED)

LÀKE 
'II{ITEFI 

SH ( LI{F )

71627 0
373015
09841 3
878730
702994
562347
449910
359928
2A7942
230354
184283
147426
117 941

943s3
75482
60385
48309
38647
30918
24734
19787

50596
00476
20381
9630s
17 044
73635
s8908
67 127
9370 r
34961
87969
50375
20300
96240
76992
61 594
49275
39420
31s36
25229
20183

12
13
't4
'15
't5
17
l8
19
20

750596
333787
07 6875
7 7 4262
s8 991 4
4494s8
342444
2609t0
198788
151458
115395
87921
66987
s1038
38886
29628
2257 4
1? 199
I 3104
9984
7 601

RÀINBOÍ¡ SMELT

0
0
0
0
0

12s000
175000
245000
343000
480200
672280
941192

1317659
18447 36
2s8263 r

3615583
361s683
361s683

ÀSSTJMPTIONS:
LV (LÀNDED. VÀLUE) FOR Ll¡E = $1.02,/KG, LV
20% REDUCÎION IN ÀNNUÀL WHITEFISH HÀRVEST
FROU y8ÀR 6 - 15, ÀND 5Z DTSCOUNT RÀTA.

0
0
0
0
0

60000
84000

117500
164640
230496
322694
4517 7 2
632481
885473

r 2 3955 3
1735528
't735528
1735528
1?35528
1735528
173ss28

0 1750596
0 1333?87
o 1076875
o 77 4262
0 s89914

47012 496470
62642 40s126
83s76 344486

111435 310223
148s80 300038
198106 313 502
264142 3s2053
352189 4191't 6
469s8s s20623
626114 665000
834819 464447
795065 817539
757205 't7 4404't21148 't34252
686807 696791
6s4102 651709

¿ OF L}¡F
&RSPV

5683
5583
5683

STÀNT
vEsl

coN-
HÀR-

LIIF

17s0s96
1667234
1587 842
1512231
1440220
1371638
1306322
124 4116
118487 2
't128450
1074714
1023537

97 4797
928378
8841 70
842067
801968
7 6377 9
727 409
692't 7 0
559781

FOR RS = $0.48,/KG.
FROI'I vEÀR 1 - 20, 40u INCREÀSE IN SIIELT HÀRVEST

DIFF.
IN PV

6812567 t420138 3

0
-333447
-510957
-737969
-8s0306
-87s168
-901 1 95
-899630
-87 4649
-828412
-7 61212
-67147 4
-555621
-407?55
-219r70

+22380
+15671
+10625

+5843
+4021
+1928

3555891 -9365508
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1 13730',r6 1400476 1273160 o 0 o 1273150 159r4s1 -¡rszgi2 1098413 1120381 925935 0 0 0 g25g35 1446774 -5208393 878730 89630s 573407 0 o o 673407 1315249 -eqtaq)4 702984 717044 489751 0 0 0 489751 tìgsggt -705930s 562387 s73635 356182 125000 60000 372ss 393437 1086982 _gg¡sEs6 449910 4s8908 2s9042 17s000 84000 47416 3064s8 988166 -eeizoé7 3s9928 367127 188394 245000 117600 50347 ZEstqi ãges¡¡ _649592a 2a7942 293701 137014 343000 154640 75806 213820 óreeee _eozgae9 230354 234961 99545 480200 230496 97753 1g73gg i+zqzs -srsozá10 184283 187959 72470 612280 322694 124413 195883 6?4931 -478048
1 1 147426 1s0375 52706 941'192 451772 158343 211049 er ¡szs -a,oáiü12 117941 120300 38331 1317569 632481 201528 Z¡ggSi Èsttgq _¡rzgis13 943s3 96240 27871 1844736 885473 2s6490 284367 ÈOZOSS -ZZZiie'14 75482 76992 20274 25A2631 1239663 326442 346716 qeOgez -t tsztlls 60385 61594 14?4s 3615683 173ss28 415472 ESOZ|T itsotg +1113815 48309 49275 10724 361s683 1?3s528 377701 388425 ieOggr *tqqi17 38647 39420 7799 3615583 1735528 34336s 351164 ãAe¡qe *eei818 309t8 31535 5672 36t5583 173s528 312150 317822 ãlqeeo *zàøz19 24734 25229 412s 361s683 173ss28 283773 àAtAiA àACzæ -1ê6a20 19787 20183 3000 3615683 1?35528 25797s 260975 )SOZIS +USO-;-------------__---------;ññ-:-----------------;ã;;n;----,;;s;;;--*tilüõ;--------il;ãaã
Àsst uPTroNs:
Lv (LÀNDED VÀLUE) FoR L$IF = $1.02lKG, LV FoR Rs = $0.48,/KG.
2OI! REDT'CTION IN ANNUÀL WHITEFISH HÀRVEST FROM YEÀR 1 - 20, 4OZ INCREÀSE IN SI,|ELT HÀRVEST
FROU yEÀR 6 - ',t5, ÀND 10U DTSCOUNT RÀ18.

oì
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APPENDIX 4. PUBLIC AWÀRENESS CÀMPÀIGN ÀIMED ÀT INFORMING THE
ÀNGLING PUBLIC OF THE DÀNGERS' OF UNAUTHORI ZED
INTRODUCTIONS OF RÀINBOW SMELT
(FROM ManDNR 1991 ) .

Why should you be concerned about
this little lish?
_.This is a rainbow smelt; usually S to
7 inches long and easily recogniz-ed by
teeth on its tongue. lt has been in.
troduced to several lakes in norlh-
Iveslern Ontario, either accidentally as
live bait, or intent¡onally without authori-
zat¡on.

The etfects of introducing smelt to
natural waters with balanced fish popu.
lations are difficult to predict, 6uf in
some cases they have been devastat¡ng
lo native species.

Unfortunately, ¡t appears that rainbow
smelt are now in Lake Winnipeg. lt is un.
likely that they migrated from Ontario.
They were probably introduced as l¡ve
bait. lf they survive and reproduce, we
will not see the etfects until the popula-
tion becomes large, which maytåkó few-
er than 5 years or as many as 20 years.

Other good fisheries in Manitotia are
also at risk. Remember, in Man¡toba ¡t
is illegal lo possess or use live or fresh
rainbow smelt as bait. You may only use
smelt that has been frozen.




